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CHAPTER I 
A REVIEW OF THE IMPORT.I\NCE OF TOBACCO 
I 
I 
Tobacco is not a food nor is it a raw material from which a j 
1 product of clothing , shelter, or medi cine can be made . Yet, from 
1· the very beginning of the United States settlement and growth I 
I 
lj I tobacco has played a major role. Virginia was colonized rapidl, 
, when John Rolfe found that the light, sandy Virginian soil II 
1 produced this native American p lant in copious quanti ties. A 
I 
1. tobacco "rage" (smoking, chewing, and snuffing) swept through 
1
' England after Sir Walter Raleigh introduced smoking as a social 
"grace." 
Tobacco was in part responsible for the demand and use of 
the South. Cultivation of this p lant depends upon 
I 
II 
I' I 
II slaves in 
!much hand labor, even for a few acres. Slaves were first 
11 
I, brought to Virginia in 1619 to work on the tobacco plantations . 
Ohio, Kentucky , Te~nessee, and severa l of the states 
gj 
bordering them, were settled by tobacco f a rmers. Southern 
II I' I' planters, not yet skilled in the proper agricultural methods , 
had to acquire virgin soil for their tob a cco crop which l 
1 
.!/Eugene C. Barke r, William E . Dodd, and Walter P . Webb, ~.! 
Our Nation Begins , Row , Peterson and Co., Evanston, Ill., 1938, 
' p . 196. ,, 
I 
I 
I 
"g/vVebb, Victor L., Edna Fay Campbell, and Willis.m L. Nida, 
The New World Past and Present, Scott, Foresman, and Co., 
-=- __ 1:~w ~or~ , 1938, p .~5~---~- ---=--=- __ -=-==- -~---=-
1 
I 
i 
T~ 
1 
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"burned out" the Southern seacoast lands by its heavy demands on 
the unfertilized soil. 
Today, with the best scientific research techniques and 
equipment aiding modern a gricultural methods, tobacco production 
(from plant-to-factory-to-packaged goods) is a billion dollar 
industry. One leading tobacco company alone pays over a million 
dollars a day to the u. s. government for revenue stamps on their 
1/ 
cigarette packages.-
Although tobacco originated in Centra l America and the 
southern part of North America, it has been successfully raised 
in the northern part of the United States--notably Wisconsin 
and the Connecticut River Valley section of New England. There 
are many reasons for this. The tobacco plant has several 
varieties. One variety may grow well in a semi-tropical region, 
while still another variety of this same plant may thrive quite 
well in a much cooler region. The many different combinations 
of soil, climate, and cultivation methods that have been used 
over the years have resulted in a large variety of plants and 
specific types and grades of tobacco leaves. The "curing" 
method used also has a decided effect on the type and on the 
qualities of the tobacco produced. The most interesting and 
educational of these tobacco growing processes are the unique 
methods employed in the Connecticut River Valley area for the 
!/Liggett and Myers, Tobaccoland U.S.A., Liggett and Myers 
Tobacco Co., Copyright 1951, Printed in U.S.A., P• 26. 
production of "shade grown" tob acco which is used exclusively 
I fo r t he "wrappers" of ci ga rs. 
The following chapters wil l revi ew t he ea rly h istory and 
· t h e sc ientific c ultiva tion of tob a cco in gene r a l. One chapte r 
lj 
will deal with the spe ci a l c ultivation ~ethods us ed in t he 
product ion of "shade grownn tobacco from t he Connecticu t River 
ij Va lley . 
To accompany this paper is a collection of p ictures, 
pamphlets, booklets, flye r s, etc. These were secured a s free 
ma terial from t h e tob a cco industry. 
The paper as a whole attempts to org ani ze t h e important 
I 
historica l, social, and scientific aspe cts of one of otw 
nation's leading crops: tobacco. A te aching unit on tob a cco 
11 may be built from the material presented in this paper , a long 
1 with the reference books for the pupils (listed in the 
!1 bibliog r aphy ), and t he free material secured from industry . 
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CHAPTER II 
THE HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF TOBACCO 
1. The Orig in and Early Uses 
Tobacco found by Columbus.-- Columbus was probably the 
first white man to see tobacco being s moke d. VVhen he and his 
men landed in the Bahama Islands they " •••• watched the Indians 
set fire to the rolled leaf of a strnn g e plant and draw smoke 
1/ 
through it."- That was in 1492. Long before this time, the 
ancient civilizations of the Mayan and Aztec Indiru1s were using 
tobacco both for smoking and medicinal purposes. 
Tobacco being used by American I ndians.-- The first Indians 
to raise tobacco for the purpose of smo king the leaf were the 
Mayan Indians. Hollow reeds were used as the first pipes. One 
end of the reed was filled with some of the crushed, dried 
tobacco leaf, then lit. The other end of the reed was used to 
draw the smoke through the tube. As the Mayan culture spread 
northward t h rough Central America, t he use of tobacco spread to 
the Caribbean Islands (where Columbus fir st saw it being used) 
and eventually to North America. Tobacco was successfully 
.raised by the Indians that lived in Virginia many years before 
Jamestown was settled. 
1/J. G. Meyer and 0 . Stuart Hamer, The New World and Its Growth, 
-Follet Publishing Co., New York, 1952, p. 14. 
4 
2. Discovery and Cultivation 
by the White Man 
Europe's introduction to and use of tobacco.-- The 
Europeans were curious about the New World and its many 
varieties of plant and animal life. The explorers that followed 
Columbus continually brought back samples of plant and animal 
life to Europe. The Spanish were the first to bring tobacco to 
Europe in the year 1558. This was about sixty-six years after 
Columbus first saw the Indians smoking tobacco in the Bahama 
Islands. 
The French Ambassador to Spain, Jean Nicot, was responsible 
for introducing tobacco and its use in France. Ni cot also left 
a lasting impression on tobacco nomenclature. It is from the y 
name Nicot that the word nicotine is derived. From France, 
the use of tobacco spread to England. The English explorers, 
such as Drake, brought back supplies of tobacco from the New 
World. By 1586, the habit of smoking tobacco had spread 
thoroughly throughout Europe and England. 
Indians use tobacco to barter with white man.-- The 
I n dians be came aware that the white man's taste for tobacco was 
growing . In 1609, as Henry Hudson sailed his boat the Half-Moon 
into New York Harbor, 
" •••• Indians crowd around the shore or put out in 
their boats for the ship. They carry tobacco leaves, 
ijMorell G. York , John L. Rowe, and Edward L. Copper, World 
,Economic Geography, South-Western Publishing Co., U.S. A., 1950, 
p. 197. 
5 
for already they know that the white man will always 
trade for this plant. The captain of the ship makes 
them welcome and g ives them beads and knives for their 
tobacco. 11!/ 
England's enthusiasm for tobacco.-- New lands and new 
crops, this wa s what America offered to the ea ger Europeans who 
be gan colonizing the Atlantic coast around 1600. Sir 'ivalter 
Raleigh's purpose in trying to estab lish a colony on Roanoke 
Island was , no doubt, to grow and c ultivate tobacco now much 
in demand in En gland. Raleigh, himself, enjoyed smoking tre-
mendously. He and his followers gave s u ch an elegance to 
smok ing that it became a social 11 grace". The ladles of the 
day use d crushed tobacco as snuff and carried their dainty y 
little snuff-boxes with them on all occas ions. 
Ente rprising En glishmen with capital to spare formed 
The London Company. Its main purpose was to induce people to 
go to Virg inia and " •••• grow tobacco which the Europeans were 
~ 
learning to smoke. 11 
3. The Importance of the Plant 
in Colonial Virginia 
Virginian Indians skilled in tobacco c u ltivation.-- The 
American Indians grew tobacco in Virg inia and smoked "the pipe 
1/Edna McGuire, .America Then and Now, the Macmillan Co., 
New York, 1940, p. 61. 
2/Morell G. York , .John L. Rowe, and Edward L. Copper, 
op. cit., p. 197. 
~Eugene c. Bar ker, William E. Dodd, and Walter P. Webb, 
op. cit., p. 191. 
6 
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of peace" long before the adventuresome English arrived to give 
them competition. Jamestown was the first pennanent settlement 
in Virginia in the year 1607. Six years later, in 1613, JolLn 
Rolfe sent the first shipment of Virginian tobacco to England. 
Rolfe learned tobacco cultivation from the Indians. Rolfe 
married the enchanting Indian Princess, Pocahontas. Her 
powerful father, Powhatan, passed on the knowledge of tobacco 
c u ltivation to Rolfe. He, in turn, helped to get the Virg inians 
started, in 1612, on one of their most profitable crops. The 
advantage s of tobacco were: 
1. High value, small bulk, easy and cheap to export. 
1/ 
2. High yield per acre, easy and che ap to store.-
The growth and prosperity of Virginia from tobacco.--
Tobacco cultiva tion ass1.llfied a major role in the settlement ahd 
growth of Virginia. Jamestown became a busy port shipping 
tobacco to England as fast as it could be raised, cu~ed, and 
packed. In 1618, twenty thousand pounds of tobacco were pro-
duced; in 1628, five-hundred thousand pounds; in 1640, one-
million, three-hundred thousand pounds of tobacco were shipped 
2/ 
to Europe.-
Tobacco used as legal tender.-- Tobacco soon became le ga l 
tender in Virginia: 
1/Ernest L. Bogart, and Donald L. Kemmerer , Economi c Hi story of 
the American People, Longmans, Green, and Co., New York, 1942, 
p. 43. 
2/Roy c. Flannagan, and Pat Flannagan Hooker, The Story of Lucky 
Strike, The Ameri can Tobacco Co., copyri ght u.s.A., 1953, p. 3. 
7 
"It (tobacco) was accepted as payment i'or all 
commodities, i'or taxes, i'ines and other dues oi' the 
colony. A cavalier who would not go to church was 
i'ined two-hundred pounds oi' tobacco. Bond servants 
bought their freedom with the fragrant currency. 
Every doctor and lawyer, merchant and tavern keeper 
accepted the leaf' in exchange i'or service or goods."y 
In 1619, a shipload oi' English brides arrived in Jamestown. 
Each husband paid one-hundred and twenty pounds oi' tobacco i'or 
2/ 
his bride.- Not only did the i'irst white women arrive in 
America in 1619, but also the i'irst cargo of' Negro slaves. The 
settlers pai d oi'i' the Dutch sea captain, who brought the slaves y 
to Virg inia, with tobacco. ~he Negroes were greatly needed 
by the tobacco plantation owners. One acre oi' tobacco demands 
almost constant care, and many hands we r e needed to cultivate 
this "prize" crop. 
Over-emphasis on tobacco cul ti va tion. -- The enthusiasm .i'or 
growing such a popular crop as tob a cco almost ruined early 
Virg inia. Since tobacco was in such great d emand in Europe, a 
large numb e r oi' skilled workers lei't their trades and began to 
raise tobacco. The i'ood crops were ne glected. The market was 
overloaded with tobacco, and its price dropped. The Virg inian 
Ass embly passed laws which insisted that each farmer set aside 
eno ugh oi' his tobacco lan d to grow a year's supply oi' i'ood crops 
YLoc. cit. 
g/The Shade Tobacco Growers Agricultural Association, Inc., 
The Story oi' Tobacco Valley, Hartford, Conn., 1953, p. 3. 
3/Eug ene c . Barker, Wi lliam E. Dodd, Walter P . Webb, op . cit., 
p. 196. 
8 
y 
for himself and his family. Eventually tobacco production 
leveled off and remained more or less c onstant until after t he 
Revolutionary War. Then in 1803, tobacco sank from its position 
as Virg inia's leading crop because: 
1. Old tobacco fi elds became exhausted. 
2. Cotton began to bring in more profit . 
3. Cuba and other tobacco producing countries offered 
2/ 
strong competition to the American market.-
4. The Spread of Tobacco Cultivation to 
Other Regions of the United States 
Need for acquiring new soil for tobacco cultivation.--
Tobacco requires a rich, light, sandy soil. Virginia, the 
Carolinas, and parts of Florida, Georgia, and Maryland have soil 
favorable to tob a cco cultivation. The early tobacco farmers did 
not know how to enrich their soil which was burned out by the 
heavy demands of tobacco cultivation. 
When there were no more southern forest lands to clear for 
new tobacco farms, production slumped. The American tobacco 
produced on poor soil was inferior to the Cuban tobacco and that 
grown in other foreign countries. Tobacco f a rmers from the 
South began to mi grate into the North Central and South Central 
regions of the United States: ''Since tobacco growers of early 
Virg inia did not fertilize their land, they had to keep moving 
1/Roy C. Flannagan, and Pat Flannagan Hooker, op. cit., p. 3. 
g/Ernest L. Bogart, and Donald L. Kemmerer, op. cit., p. 292. 
9 
to new fields as the old land wore out." 
y 
Climate, soil, and good irrigation from near-by rivers 
made Kentucky, Ohio , and Tennessee extremely favorable regions 
·for tobacco cultivation. The area that lies between the 
Cumberland Plateau and the Tennessee River as it flows north 
2/ 
into the Ohio River is the central mixed-farming region. In 
the Kentucky "Blue Grass" region and the Nashville Basin, air-
cured burley tobacco is grown. This tobacco area stretches 
" ••.• from Nashville north and west to the Ohio River. 
Louisville (Kentucky) is the principal (tobacco) market." 
§/ 
Ci garettes create demand for more Ameri can tobacco.-- As 
new areas of tobacco cultivation were established and the old 
ones reclaimed, the Uni ted States once a gain led the world in y 
tobacco production. The development of the cigaret te created 
a greater demand for tobacco than did either pipe tobacco or 
cigars. The modern cigarette is accredited to the Turks: 
"During the Crimean War , when Eng land and France 
were allies of Turkey, the Eu~opean officers learned 
to like the Oriental paper-wrap ped •cigars•. They 
brought the materials back with them to Paris and London 
and before 1870 a new smoking vo gue was well established. 
American tobacconists •••• quickly accepted the innovation, 
and by 1872, cigare ttes similar to those we have today 
l/Victor L. Webb, Edna Fay Campbell, and William L. Nida, 
op. cit., p. 35. 
2 I Ibid • , p • 17 2 • 
§_/Ibid., p. 174. 
4/Wi ghtman W. Garner , The Production of Tobacco, The Blakiston 
Co., Philadelphia , Penn., 1946, p. 10. 
10 
were being manufactured. The Oriental tobacco soon was 
supplanted by Ai·nerican leaf •••• 111/ 
The use and popularity of cigarettes continued. In the 
nineteen-twenties (1920 1 s), women began to enjoy cigarettes in 
public and complete social acceptance of cigarettes further 
increased the demand for smoking tobacco. In fact: 
"Tobacco of the better gr a des bega n to sell at 
prices farmers had not enjoyed since 1619. Again the 
leaf became one of the richest crops and today with an 
estimated 600,000 tobacco growers in the United States, 
its economic importance is greater than ever."g/ 
5. Early Cultivation of Tobacco in the 
Connecticut River Valley 
Connecticut Indians g rew tobacco.-- The Indians in the 
Connecticut River Valley cultivated to some extent a variety of 
tobacco similar to that grown by the Virg inian Indians. Histor-
ical records state that Roger Williams referred to the tobacco 
leaf as ottomauch: "'It was used largely for smoking , and one 
k ind was steeped, and the decoction drank. The men [Indians7 
planted, tended, and cured this crop--every other crop was 
3/ 
planted, gathered, and stored by the squaws--and smoked it.'"-
This was prior to the white man's first settlement in the Valley 
in 1635. About five years later, in 1640, the Valley f a rmers 
1/Roy C. Flannagan and Patl Flannagan Hooker, op. cit., p. 4. 
2/Loc. cit. 
~Elizabeth Ramsey, "The History of Tobacco Production in the 
Connecticut Valley," Smith! Colleg e Studies in History, 
(April - July 1930), Vol. 15, p. 107. 
I . 
11 
produced all the tobacco they needed for home consumption. 
Puritanical influence enforces prohibition of tobacco 
use.-- Along with its widespread popularity, the use of tobacco 
met with stern disapproval from many "straight-laced" groups in 
Eng land and the Colonies. The Puritans, whose rather harsh and 
limited attitudes predominated Massachusetts, disdained tobacco 
and its uses. Fines and public punishment--the pillory or 
ducking bucket--were ordered for those who wished to use 
tobacco. The Puritans wrote this into their statute-book in 
1/ 
1632.-
About 1647 Connecticut, influenced to some extent by 
Massachusetts, enacted anti-tobacco laws. These laws prohibited 
the use of tobacco but not the cultivation of it. Anxiety over 
fires caused by the carelessness of smokers also prompted the 
Colonists to continue anti-tobacco le gislation. By 1676, y 
however, smoking was quite common in New England. The chewing 
of tobacco was first recorded around 1704. Sailors, who 
probably docked in Boston Harbor, were the first to introduce 
'ij 
chewing tobacco in New Eng land. 
Valley farmers continue to g row tobacco.-- While the South, 
notable Virg inia, increasingly develo ped tobacco production, 
New Eng land beg an on a somewhat small e r scale to raise tobacco 
1/Elizabeth Ramsey, op. cit., p. 109. 
2/Ibid., p. 112. 
~Ibid., p. 113. 
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as a staple. The Connecticut River was navigable as far as 
Hartford, and tobacco produced in this area was exported around 
the year 1700. However, the tobacco exported from the Valley 
did not assume the proportions reached in Virg inia. This was 
due to severa l reasons: 
1. The Virginian market was well e s tablished by 1635. 
2. The New England area did not raise tobacco to such an 
extent to make large scale exporting profitable. 
3. Abundant tobacco cultiva tion was more adaptable to 
Southern soil and climate. 
4. During the Revolutionary War food crops were emphasized 
over tobacco. 
5. The Valley area was bette r adapted to industry and 
manufacturing , and these too k pre cedence over 
a griculture. 
Although it assumed less importance than previously, 
tobacco was still grown in the Valley, " •••• plug and twist 
tobacco were manufactured and carried round for sale in 
peddlers' packs." 
.Y 
Ci gar tobacco an early specialty of the Valley.-- About 
1762 Colonel Israel Putnam, an active fi gure in the 
Revolutionary War, brought the first ciga rs into Connecticut: 
"He was Colonel in the first Connecticut regiment 
in the expedition a gainst Havana in 1762, and saw the 
natives smoking cigars. He brought home 1 as much as 
1/Ibid., p. 102. 
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three donkeys could pack,' and when he later established 
a tavern at Pomfret he distributed them, and they became 
very popular."!/ 
The use of cigars spread throughout the Connecticut Valley 
and to other parts of the United State s . In 1804 about 
2/ 
4,001,000 cigars were imported.- Most of these cigars were y 
i mported from the West Indies. Gradually the farmers of the 
Valley be gan to make their own ci gars, and a local cigar 
industry started. 
As cultivation methods improved and different varieties of 
tobacco were tried, the Connec·ticut leaf wa s found to be 
4/ 
extremely suitable for cigar wrappers.- This led to a favored 
increase in the specialized production of the cigar wrapper 
5/ 
leaf. The following table from Ramsey gives a clear picture 
of this increase. 
Table 1. Tobacco Production 1840-1870 
State Pounds of Tobacco Produced 
1840 1850 1860 1870 
( 1) (2) ( 3) ( 4) (5) 
Conn . .•........... 472,000 1,267,624 6,000,133 8,328,798 
l\1a s s •••••••••••••• 65,000 138,246 3,233,198 7,312,885 
Vt • ••...•••......• 12,245 72,671 
N. H • ••••••••..••• 50 18,581 155,334 
New England ••..••• 537,649 I 1,405,920 9,266,445 15,870,399 
I/Ibid., P• 125. .§/Ibid., p. 125. 
y'Loc. cit. !/Ibid., p • 129. 
.£/Ibid., P • 133. 
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Recession of wrapper leaf production.-- The great demand 
for a special type of tobacco for cigar wrappers resulted in 
keen competition among the various tobacco producing areas 
throughout the United States and many foreign countries. About 
1875 the situation in the Connecticut -River Valley became acute. 
The problem was: 
"Overproduction in the Valley, competition from the 
new ci gar leaf districts further west, and the change in 
fashion from a light to a dark leaf, thus combined to 
bring about a period of depression. Tobacco growing 
became of less importance in the economic life of the 
Valley, and did not really revive until the nineties."!/ 
The chief competitors for the type of tobacco used in ci gar 
wrappers were Cuba and Sumatra. The Sumatran leaf was superior 
to that of Cuba and Connecticut in the use of cigar wrappers. 
y 
Government aid to Valley tobacco growers.-- High tariffs 
were raised on imported tobacco about 1880 in an effort to 
protect and stimulate the production of cigar tobacco in the 
Connecticut Valley. With government help, tobacco growers 
formed associations, set up local experimental growing stations, , 
and employed tobacco experts to test new strains of tobacco and 
cultivation techniques. 
Shadegrown tobacco a unique crop.-- The soil of the 
Connecticut River Valley was sin1ilar to a section of Florida 
where tobacco, grown under the shade of trees, proved to be of 
1/Ibid., p. 150. 
g/Shade Growers Agricultural Association, Inc., Tobacco Valley, 
Published by the Shade Growers Agricultural Association, Inc., 
Hartford, Conn., 1953, p. 6. 
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an excellent quality for cigar wrappers. By using cotton or 
cheesecloth awnings to shade the tobacco plants and insure a 
high humidity in the field, shade grown tobacco had been 
1/ 
successfully raised in Florida in 1896.-
Agric ultural experts from the Division of Soils of the 
United Sta tes Department of Agricult11re and the Connecticut 
Experiment Station decided to conduct experiments with shade-
grown tobacco similar to those carried out in Florida. The 
results of these experiments are expressed in the annual report 
of the Secre t a ry of Agriculture to Congress in the year ending 
1900: 
" •••• After preliminary experiments in the summer 
of 1899 , some Sumatra tobacco was p l anted under shade 
in the spring of 1900--in Poquonock. The leaf produced 
has been so fine that the New York tobacco men say that 
it cannot be told from the imported Sumatra leaf. They 
predict, as a result of this work , a c omplete revolu tion 
of the tobacco business in the Connecticut Valley."g/ 
A s u ccessfu l and prosperous crop .-- Today shadegrown 
tobacco is a firmly established industry: 
"Less than 50 years a fter t he f irst experiments, 
between 8000 and 9000 acre s in Tobac co Valley 
[the Connecticut River Vallei7 are now planted wi th 
Shade Grown in a norma l year and the yie ld is about 
10,000,000 pounds per year . 
To raise this crop, about 5000 year-round full-time 
workers are employed, as well as 13,000 to 15,000 seasonal 
summer workers each year."~ 
!/Elizabeth Ramsey, op. cit., p. 167. 
g/Shade Growers Agricultural Association, Inc., op. cit., p. B. 
3 I Ib i d • , p • 10 • 
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National i mportance of the tobacco crop.-- Toba cco is a 
major crop in 17 sta tes, a nd it i s also produced on a smaller 
scale in four other states. The follo wing list is: 
"The estimated ave ra ge annual production of tob a cco 
by sta tes, in millions of pounds, fo r the period immedi-
ately preceding World War II was, for states producing 
a million pounds or more, as follo ws: (l) North 
Carolina, 596.0; (2) Kentucky, 248.5; (3) Virginia, 111.5; 
( 4 ) So u t h Carolina, 100.5; (5) Tenn e s see, 1 00.5; 
(6) Georg ia, 83.5; (7) Pennsylvania, 38 .0; (8) Maryland, 
29.0; (9) Ohio, 26.0; (10) Wisconsin , 25.0; (11) Connect-
icut, 20.5; (12) Florida, 15.5; (13) Indiana, 8.5; 
(14 ) Massachusetts, 7.5; (15) Missouri, 5.0; (16) West 
Virg inia, 2.5; (17) New York, 1.0. Smaller quantities 
are produced in the states of Minnesota, Kansas, 
Alab ama, and Louisiana.".!/ 
The prosperity of the tobacco industry in all the pre-
viously men tioned areas of the United S t a t e s is extremely 
beneficial. It furnishes employment and livelihood for many 
thousand s of Americans and a large source of internal revenue, 
in the form of tob a cco- stamps, for our n a tion a l income. 
~Wightman w. Garner, op. cit., p. 56 
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CHAPTER III 
THE SCIENTIFIC PROCESSES I NVOLVED 
I N TO BACCO CULTIVATION 
1. The Regular Growing Methods 
Used in the South 
Growing methods similar.-- The 0 rowing procedures used in 
the South (the Piedmont re gion or the 11 0ld Belt" which includes 
mostly Virginia and North Carolina), Maryland , Kentucky, 
Tennessee, and Ohio shall be considered together. Virg inia 
ranks fir st among the tobacco producing and manufacturing areas y y 
of the United States. Kentucky ranks second. 
The bulk of tobacco used in the manufacture of cigarettes, 
the largest selling of the tobacco products, is produced mainly 
in: Virg inia, the Carolinas, Georg ia, northern Florida, 
~ 
Kentu c ky , Tennessee, and Maryland. These areas differ widely 
in soil, climate, and the curing methods u sed, but the initial 
growing procedures are basically the same. These basic 
processes are: 
1. Tobacco seeds are planted in the seed beds early in 
the spring. 
ijJ. G. Meyer, and 0. Stuart Hamer, o p . cit., p. 117. 
2/Ibid., P • 271. 
~/Roy c. Flannagan , a nd Pat Flannagan Hooker, op. cit., pp. 3-4. 
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2. Tobacco seedling s, when five t o s i x inch es high, are 
transp lanted to the open field. 
3. Each plant is "topped" and then "suck ered". (The 
blossoms are broken off and t h e sprouts that follow 
them are removed also.) 
4. Each p lant is p rimed by hand. (The ripening leaves 
are picked off the plant.) 
5. Th e leaves are bundled or stacked for the curing barns. 
6. The tobacco must be cured befo r e it is sent to market. 
Preference for old, established growing area.-- All 
tobacco farmers carry out the six previo usly mentioned growing 
processes. The varieties of tobacco leaves produced depend upon 
the soil, climate, and curing method used in a given area. Down 
through the years tobacco produced in a definite area has shown 
certain pronotmced characteristics. The tobacco industry has 
developed these characteristics into "brands": 
"The large manufacturers, in general, have developed 
brands of cigarettes, cigars, and other products based on 
the tobacco g rown in certain localities, and from year to 
year these localities furnish a de p endable source of 
supply of leaf having known characteristics. Their brands 
of tobacco products, as a rule, ha ve been extensively 
advertised and the consmning public has become accustomed 
to them. It is hardly to be expected that under these 
circumstances the manufacturers would be disposed to risk 
the standing of their well-established b rands by experi-
menting with tobacco from new regions, the characteristics 
of which are not fully known and the continuing supply of 
which has not been determined."l/ 
1/Wightman W. Garner, op. cit., p. 69. 
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2. The Composition and Treatment 
of the Soil 
Characteristics of good tobacco soil.-- The composition 
of the soil in each tobacco area differs widely, but it must 
possess certain basic characteristics. A light, sandy surface 
soil with a somewhat heavier, sandy clay subsoil seems to be 
1/ 
the general make-up of tobacco soils.- This soil mus t drain 
we ll, have a go od moisture-holding ability, and permit a certain 
degree of aeration. The soils differ widely on the amount and 
kinds of organic and mineral matter present. However, all of 
the tobacco soils are acidic in character ranging anywhere from 
2/ 
slightly to strongly acidic.-
Rotation of crops.-- Most farmers who depend upon a good 
yearly tobacco crop favor continuous culture of tobacco. If 
there is no serious danger of infection to the tobacco from 
insects and plant diseases, crop rotation will not be employed. 
In some areas, crop rotation and the types of crops used produce 
an undesirable effect on the subsequent tobacco grown in the 
area. 
There is no way of predicting, with certainty, just exactly 
how a definite crop raised on tobacco land will effect the next 
crop of tobacco. The chemical composition of the soil should be 1 
ac curately determined during a good tobacco season. The soil is 
1/Ibid., pp. 88-96. 
g/Ibid., p. 89. 
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checked periodically to determine which elements need to be 
replenished. Thus the proper kinds of crop s can be used to 
replenish the lacking elements. 
A crop that is suitable for one tobacco area, may well be 
quite unsuitable for another area . Above all, the alternate 
crop or crops planted in the tobacco fields should not intro-
duce any insect or soil diseases harmful to the tobacco crop. 
In some cases, tobacco fields are "rested". The fields are 
not planted, but weeds are allowed to grow. This process give s 
good results if the weeds do not infest the soil with tobacco 
diseases. 
3. Germinating the Seeds 
Seed beds first.-- Tobacco seeds are never planted 
directly into the open field. The seeds are extremely small 
and must be given expert attention and care. The planting is 
started in the early spring (the exact date varies from 
February in the extreme southern states to April in the more 
northern areas). The tobacco seeds, " •••• so tiny that a 
t bl . h t 1 t . d f ".Y a espoon lS enoug o pan SlX an a hal acres •••• , are 
mixed with soil or ash. This mixture is scattered on " •••• an 
2/ 
area of virgin soil about as large as the floor of a barn."-
This area is called a plant or seed bed. 
!/Roy C. Flannagan and Pat Flannagan Hooker, op. cit., p. 5. 
g/Ibid., P. 5. 
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Permanent seed beds.-- If the same area is to be used as 
a seed bed year after year, it must be situated in a favorable 
location. A southern slope protected from the wind is best. 
The draina ge must be good enough to prevent waterlogging, but 
not so great as to cause leaching or drying of the soil. The 
seed beds must be kept moist continually. Permanent seed beds 
are of the narrow frame type and usually protected by glass 
sash covers. The covers are six to ten feet long and three y 
feet wide. The permanent seed beds are preferred in the 
northern tobacco raising areas. 
Temporary seed beds.-- The southern farmers prefer to use 
temporary plant beds. A new site f o r t h e bed is chosen every 
one or t wo yea rs. The bed is usually a large square area of 
newly cleared forest soil. Many difficulties are encountered. 
The temporary seed bed oftentimes does not have the proper 
draina ge or an adequate supply of water. Protection of the 
beds from the wind is not often available. Temporary seed beds . y I 
produce a lower yield of seedlings than do permanent beds. 
Even if a temporary seed bed is located in the open field 
instead of the forest land, all the previously mentioned hazards 
are still present. Temporary beds are framed by logs six to 
ten inches in diameter and are covered by cheesecloth which is 
1/Wightman W. Garner, op. cit., p. 122. 
g/Ibid., p. 120. 
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y 
pe gged down over the bed. 
Steam sterilization of permanent beds .• -- The soil of the 
seed bed must be free from all harmful soil-diseases, insects, 
and weed see ds. The permanent seed bed is steamed annually. 
This process can either be done in the fall or early spring. 
If steaming is done in the fall, the bed soil can be fertilized 
and ready well before the next planting . However, fall steaming 
allows enough time for the harmful soil-diseases, insects, and 
weed seeds to re-establish themselves before planting time. 
Spring steaming is often used although it sometimes 
depresses the plant growth. This only lasts for a two-week 
period until the organic and soluble mineral matter is returned y 
to the soil. 
An inverted pan 11 •••• 6 ft. wide, 8 to 12ft. long, and 
3/ 
8 to 10 in. deep and made of 16-gauge galvanized iron •••• "- is 
placed over the seed bed. Sharp edges on the under side of the 
pan penetrate the soil. Steam is sent through heavy pipes from 
a boiler to the pans. About one-half hour of continuous 
steaming is .needed. Surface soil temperatures between 140° to 
212° Fahrenheit are adequate for sterilization of the seed bed 
4/ 
soil.- The seed bed soil is worked over, loosened, and . 
fertilizer is applied before the sterilization procedure. 
Steaming of the seed beds is best carried out when the soil is 
Yibid.' P• 123. 
3/Ibid., p. 117. 
2/Ibid., p. 116. 
!/Ibid., P. 119. 
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not wet a n d t h e danger of frost is past. 
Surface-burning of temporary beds.-- A temporary seed b e d, 
in the fo r est or open field, is usually sterilized by burning 
ove r t h e to p a rea. 'rhe end result of this procedure, as in the 
case of steaming , is to destroy harmfu l soil diseases, insects, 
and wee d seeds. Surface-burning is a time-honored and customary 
procedure in the South: 
"Th is burning is effective to a depth of 2 to 3 in. 
Wood a nd brush have been generally used as fuel and, 
unless brus h alone is employed, about 3 cords of wood 
are r e quired for an area of 100 s q . yards."!/ 
Surface-burning is much less expens ive than steam sterili-
zation. As far as the Southern farmer is concerned, surface-
burning is a satisfactory process. Howeve r, the seed bed must 
be t h o roughly rak ed and all the ashes and charred wood removed. 
Similar to steaming , surface-burning is b e st carried out on dry 
soil after the frost has gone. 
Planting the seeds.-- After the se e d beds, permanent or 
temporary, have been sterilized, loosene d, and fertilized, they 
are ready to receive the seeds. Since the tobacco seeds are so 
small, special care must be exercised: 
"In view of the small volume of seed to be planted 
on a rela tively large area, it is the usual pra ctice to 
mix the seed with fertilizer, cottonseed meal, or other 
inert material to secure a larger volume for sowing . 
The seed for 100 sq. y a rds of bed are mixed thoroughly 
with 2 gallons of the diluent and one-half of the mixture 
is sown across the bed leng thwise. The remainder of the 
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mixture is then sown crosswise over the bed unless the 
bed is narrow. The seed also may be stirred in water 
and the suspension of seed in the water applied to the 
bed through a sprinkling can."l/ 
After the seeds have been applied to the soil, the surface 
of the beds must be firmly pressed down . This is done by hand 
roller or a long -handled wooden paddle. In some ca s es, the beds 
are tramped down by the planter's feet. The seed beds must be 
kept moist and warm to insure germination. 
Th e little seedlings are protected from the wind and 
unexpecte d frost by the seed bed covers. Permanent beds using 
glass sash covers must be adequately ventila ted. This is done 
by raising the sash slightly at one end of the bed during the 
day. On the temporary beds, a cover of cotton cloth of medium 
texture is u sed. This cloth is joined to the log frames of the 
I 
bed by peg. To keep the cloth from sa gging , wire is run through 
the center of the cloth. Sometimes wickets or switches are 
' placed here and there throughout the bed to keep the cover away 
from the soil. 
Development of the seedlings.-- Proper care of the seed-
lings is· an extremely exacting and painstaking procedu~e. Weak 
and poorly developed plants yield an undesirable crop. Lack of 
an adequate water supply or exposure to a sudden spring frost 
will g reatly harm the seedlings. The soil in the seed bed must 
always be kept moist. After the seeds have germinated and the 
i/Ibid., p. 125. 
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seedling s start to grow, their need for water decreases. 
If drought occurs, however, it will seriously alter the 
growth of the plants. A rich, highly fertilized soil with a 
lot of organic matter, will hold the water adequately and 
insure even, uninterrupted growth. An overabundant supply of 
water causes the plants to become slightly yellow and stunted 
in g rowth. This is corrected by adding nitrogen, in the form 
of nitrate of soda, to the soil. Too much water leaches the y 
nitrogen from the soil. 
The seedlings are transplanted to the open field: 
" •••• when they have developed four to six leaves and 
are 5 or 6 in. in height. A week or 10 days before 
transplanting, the covers should be removed permanently, 
or at least during the day, in order to toughen the plants. 
Vlhen growth of the plants is uneven and it becomes 
necessary to delay transplanting, it may be advisable to 
pull and throw away the earliest overgrown plants."g/ 
4. Transplanting the Seedlings 
Preparation of the tobacco field.-- If the soil is heavy, 
it is plowed under in the fall. Light soil, where there may be 
danger of erosion, is generally plowed in the spring. Fall 
plowing may cause a decrease in the organic matter present in 
the soil. Thus, it would be better to allow the field to grow 
until spring plowing. 
The tobacco field is set in rows which are built up into 
1/Ibid., p. 128. 
2/Ibid., p. 128. 
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ridges. This is done when the field consists of a light, 
shallow surface soil and a rather hard, compact subsoil. 
Ridging will insure a ga inst wa terlogging of the plants. Most 
tobacco farmers feel " •••• that broad ridges formed by running 
four furrows rather than two are more eff ective for retaining 
moisture in periods of drought than the narrower type of 
1/ 
ridge. 11 -
In some cases, however, where it does not seem advantageous 
to use ridg ing, the tobacco plants are g rown on a level surface. 
This is the case where tobacco plants with l a r ge, droopy leaves 
are g rown. Ridging would tend to damage the lower leaves of 
such plants . 
Transplanting methods employed.-- There are several methods 
of transplanting the tobacco seedlings to the open field. The 
method employed depends upon the soil, area, and type of field. 
On most of the small southern farms, the tobacco plants are 
transplanted to the open field by hand labor. Transplanting 
the seedlings by hand requires much skill and hard labor: 
" •••• one person drops a plant on each designated 
point in t wo rows, while two setters follow, each taking 
a row and setting the plants by making a hole with a 
pointed wooden peg or dibble, placing the roots of the 
plant in the hole, and pressing the soil around them by 
means of a peg . 11_gj 
This method may seem quite crude and laborious considering 
Yibid., P• 131. 
2/Ibid., p. 135. 
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more modern agricultural methods. However, it seems to be 
accepted procedure in the South. 
A hand transplanter is often used. This machine: 
" •••• is a tubular-shaped device carrying a water 
supply with an opening through which the plant is 
dropped. It is equipped to make a hole in the soil 
for the plant and to deliver the desired amount of 
water to the hole.".!/ 
A machine can be used for the transplanting. It is pulled ' 
through the field by either horses or tractor. The machine 
requires a driver and two helpers who set the plants. This 
machine makes a hole and pours in a definite amount of water 
every three or four feet (this is the usual distance between 
the plants). The helpers, who sit on opposite sides at the 
back of the machine, set the plants into the holes which are 
then closed by the machine. 
No matter which of the three previously mentioned trans-
planting methods have be e n used, replanting frequently occurs. 
Plants that have failed or seem underdeveloped must be taken 
out of the field and replaced with health ier ones. Poor 
tobacco plants will produce inferior tobacco and bring a small 
price at the auction. 
5. Growth and Development of the Crop 
Plowing and hoeing of crop.-- After the tobacco plants 
have been set in the field, the real work of tobacco cultivation 
Yibid., p. 133. 
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begins. Vrhen the tobacco plants are established (a week or 
10 days after transplanting ), the field is plowed by a 
cultivator. This machine has three or more narrow shovels or 
teeth. It is used to plow out the middle of the rows or ridg es 
and loosen the soil under the tobacco plants. Extreme care 
must be taken so as not to injure or disturb the roots of the 
plants. Next the field is hoed by hand to: uncover partly 
buried plants; break the soil between t he plants; bring the 
soil t~lants that need it; and take away all the weeds and 
grass. 
Jopping the tobacco plant.-- The tobacco has a very 
beautiful and delicate flower. This part of the tobacco p lant 
is seldom seen. The blossoms of tobacco plants are broken off 
as soon as they develop. This process is called "topp ing ". 
That is the top part of the tobacco plant (the blossom) is 
destroyed so that all the strength and energy of the plant will 
go into its leaves. Only a few p lants, the best of the crop, 
are allowed to bloom. These selected p lants produce the seeds 
for t h e next tobacco crop. 
There are two distinct methods of topping. In high topping 
the flower is br.oken off higher on the stalk than usual. About 
18 to 20 le a ves are left on the plant. This p rocess tends to y 
make the leave s "luggy" or more suitable for cigarette tobacco. 
1/Ibid., p. 139. 
2/Ibid., p. 142. 
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In low topp ing the flower is broken off lower on the stalk than 
would be expected, and only about 10 leaves are left on the 
plant. This produces large, thick leaves which are extremely 
.Y 
dark, heavy, and oily in appearance. 
Suckering of the tobacco plant.-- After the tobacco plants 
have been topped, they develop large s p routs in the leaf axils 
extending from the top to the bottom of the plant. These 
sprouts, called "suckers", are sent out by the plant to repair 
the dama ge done to the plant by topping . When these suckers 
are about five inches long , they must be b roken off the plants 
in an operation called "suckering ". This operation requires 
repeated inspection of the plants. If the plants are not 
suckered, the value of topping will not be of any use. 
6. Harvesting Methods Used 
Appearance of mature plant.-- The various types of tobacco 
take on a different appearance and sha de a s they reach maturity. 
Usually a certain type of tobacco will mature at a given time. 
An early frost or the start of a harmful disease may cause the 
farmer to harvest the tobacco plants b e f ore they have matured 
completely. 
The tobacco p lants are a true green color during their 
growth and development. When the plants reach maturity, the 
leaves become a li ghter s h ade of green than formerly. If the 
leaf blade is folded back , it will crack. The leaves of some 
l/Ibid., p. 144. 
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types of tob a cco p lants b ecome mottled, very thick , brittle, a nd 
grainy in texture. In other types of leave s, the green color 
becomes f leck ed and t akes on a yellow color. In still other 
va rieti e s of tobacco plants, the mature leaves droop so that the 
ends of t h e uppermost leaves touch the g ro und. Their leaves are 
mottl e d, thick ened, brittle, and appear q uite oily. 
y 
Ha r vesting by cutting the whole sta l k .-- The bottom leaves 
of a toba cco p l ant are t h e first to ma t ure. The new or to p 
lea ves mature last. vVhen the whole plant o r stalk is cut at 
once, it will contain s ome immature leaves. The advantages of 
cutting t h e entire sta lk a re: 
1. It takes less time. 
2. Not too many extra field helpers a re needed. 
3. It requ i r es about one operation. 
Th e weather must be dry for t h e c u tting . Heavy r a ins wash 
t h e g um from the tobacco leaves. A few da y s of dry we a ther 
restore t h is gum, otherwise the leave s would b ecome dry and 
cra c k . This would mak e t h em unsui t'able for curing . 
Th e sta l k s of t h e tobacco plants a re cut level wi t h the 
ground. In some cases, the s t alks are split leng t hwise and 
inverted over stout pole s p laced in t he fi eld. This i s done to 
aid the wilting of the leaves. The plants are allowed to wilt 
in the open field for about two hours. This prevents breaking 
~- ---==-
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1/ 
the leaves when the stalks are transported to t h e c uring barn.-
Usually the sta lks are cut with shears that throw all the 
plants in one direction. Then they are left to wil t before 
further handling . The different implements used to cut the 
2/ 
plants are: hatchets, long -handled shears, and butcher knives.-
After the leaves have wilted, the stalk is pierced near 
the bottom and strQ~g on a stout stick or lath about four feet 
long . Approx imately seven plants are strun g on each !!tobacco 
sticku. There must be enough space between the plants to 
insure pro p er ventilation when the sticks a re placed in the 
'§./ 
curing barn. 
The cutting process is done entirely by hand. A cutting 
machine, such as a reaper used in wheat harve s ting , would 
undoubtedly injure the tobacco plants. Blemished tobacco 
leaves are unsuitable for top grade toba cco products. 
Harvesting by priming the l e ave s.-- The most satisfactory 
harvesting procedure, in terms of maximum and hi gh quality 
4/ 
yield, is the "priming" method.- The mature leaves are 
"primed" or p icked from the stalk by hand. This method is 
carried on over a long er duration of time than that of stalk-
cutting. More field helpers are needed to harvest the entire 
1/Ibid., p. 148. 
2/Ibid., pp. 147-150. 
'§./Ibid., p. 148. 
4/Roy Fla nnag an and Pat Flannagan Hoo ker, op. cit., p. 9. 
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crop. Since the work is light, seasonal workers such as women 
and children can be employed in the priming operation. 
The bottom leaves are picked first, then the next higher 
leaves, and so on as the leaves mature. The priming is re-
peated once a week until the entire crop has been harvested. 
·uhen picked , the leaves are pla ced in lined baskets and later 
strung on l a ths simi l ar to those used . in stalk-cutting . 
The leaves are strung in pairs. The t wo front sides of a 
pair of leaves are put to gether. The back sides of each pair 
face the back side of the next pair, etc. The leaves are 
p i erced near the bottom of their midribs with a needle and 
heavy string . About 11 •••• 20 to 22 pairs of leaves are strung 
1/ 
on each lath •••• "- In some areas, three or more tobacco 
leaves are tied in little bunches, and these are slipped onto 
2/ 
the lath. About 25 to 30 bunches to a lath are sufficient.-
7. The Curing Methods Employed 
Reason for curing tobacco.-- The basic process accom-
plished by curing , re ga rdless of the cu.ring method used, is the 
removal of wa ter from the tobacco le a f. As the tobacco le aves 
enter the curing barn, each one has a wa t e r content of approx-
imately 80 per cent. In order for a tobacco farmer to produce: 
" •••• 1,000 pounds of cured leaf, which represents 
the a vera g e yield of tobacco per acre, it will require 
l/Wi ghtman W. Garner, op. cit., p. 153. 
2/Ibid., p. 154. 
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about 5,000 pounds of fresh leaf, and two tons of water 
will be lost in the pro ce ss of curing if at the end of 
curing the leaf cont a ins 20 per cent moisture. 11!/ 
As the wa ter is removed from the lea ves, chemical change s 
take place. These changes produce certein s pecific qualities 
of aroma, taste, and burning. The bes t results are attained 
when the tobacco farmer can directly control the heating and 
ventilating processes taking place within the curing barn. 
Flue-clwed tobacco.-- This procedure is quite popular in 
the South . The barn is small (approximately 20 feet square) 
and well insulated. Heat is supplied by a furnace or kiln . 
This is built into the barn from t he outside at ground level. 
It resembles an outdoor fireplace. The fire is set outside, 
and the heat is forced inside the barn through large, wide 
pipes or flues. The flues usually " •••• extend from the furnace 
across t h e barn, turn at right angles, and extend •••• toward a 
side wall •••• , then a ga in tu~n at ri gh t angles to return to the y 
side of the barn at which the f'Lli'nace is placed." The smoke 
and gases are discharged through a smo kestack placed on the 
outside of the barn above the furnace. 
Fire from overheating and cracked flues are a constant 
dange r. In more recent years, automatic coal stokers and oil 
burners have been used to supply a continual amount of heat. 
Heating jackets are placed on some of the flues to insure a 
1/Ibid., p. 155. 
2/Ibid., p. 165. 
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uniform distribution of heat to the leaves. 
As soon as the barn is completely filled with the tobacco 
leaves, the fire is started and the curing process begins. 
When the next barn is filled, its fire is started, and so on. 
The first step in the flue-curing process is to dry the leaves 
to a lemon yellow color. The temperature in the curing barn 
advances steadily and evenly from 90° to 125° F. over a period 
l/ 
of 24 to 36 hours.- Next the ventilators are opened to reduce 
the humidity within the barn, and the second step begins. 
After the tips of the tobacco leaves are dried, the temperature 
is pushed up to 140° F. The leaf web or tissue is now dried. 
This second step requires the same amount of time as the first. 
In the third and final step the ventilators are closed and the 
temperature is increased to 180° F. The leaf midribs or stems 
are dried out. It will usually take about 21 hours for this 
final step. The whole drying process take s about four full 
days or a little under 100 hours. 
If there is a delay in pushing up the temperature after 
the first step (when the leaf has turned yellow), a red-brown 
cast forms over the yellow color of the leaf. This kind of 
discoloration is called "sponging ". A ~econd kind of discolor-
ation is "scalding ". In this case the temperature has been 
increased too much after the first step. The surface of the y 
leaf is dark and muddy from a diffusion of cell sap. Modern, 
l/Ibid., pp. 174-175. 
2/~bid ~, P• 176. 
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automatic heating units give greater assurance of uniformly 
cure d tobacco leaves. 
Fire-cured tobacco.-- This process is quite similar to 
that of flue-cured tobacco. The barns are larger and have 
less ventilation than those used in the flue-cured areas. 
Actually, in the fire-cured process, the leaves receive a 
heavy smoking . The leaves are allowe d to turn yellow naturally 
before the heat is a p plied. Sometimes a slow fire i s used to 
help with the "yellowing " process. Once started, the fires are 
allowed to burn for a few weeks. The fi res are put out at 
intervals in order to inspect and rearrange the leaves. Th e 
1/ 
temperature inside the barns never go beyond 100° F.-
Wood is used exclusively as a fuel, and small fires are set 
in pits within the curing barn. Wet sawd ust is sprinkled on 
the fires and also on the floor of the barn. This helps to 
2/ 
soften the leaves when the fires are put out.- Tobacco which 
has been fire-cured possesses a definite creosotelike odor. 9.1 
Air-cured tobacco.-- In this proce s s the tobacco is cured 
under natural weather conditions by the air within large, well-
ventilated curing barns. Heat is not used unless the weather 
becomes damp, rainy, or otherwise unsuitable for proper curing . 
4/ 
The heat is used to simulate favorable weather conditions.-
Several small charcoal fires are set into pits made around the 
b a rn floor. About a day after t h e curing barn is filled, these 
1/Ibid., p. 172. 
_3/Ibid., p. 174 .. 
g/Ibid., p. 173. 
_!/Ibid.,_ p~ 1§.6· 
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fires are started. They burn for several days, and a temper-
1/ 
ature between 85° to 95° F. is reached.- If the outside 
weather is reasonably dry, very few firing periods will be 
needed during the curing process. 
The temperature and the relative humidity in the curing 
barns are effective in " •••• influencing the r a te of drying and 
the necessary chemical changes ithat take place7 during the 
:?] 
curing •••• " If the relative humidity is suitable, tobacco 
can be adequately cured at temperatures between 60° to 95° F. 
Much diligence is required on the part of the grower in order 
to carry out the curing process with complete success. 
8. The Various Uses of the Types 
of Tobacco Raised 
Cigarette tobaccos.-- The tobacco used by all cigarette 
manufacturers is a blend of many different varieties, but: 
"All of the domestic types from which modern 
cigarettes are made have evolved from two varieties 
developed in Virginia during the early days, 'Orinoco' 
and ' Sweet Scented'. Soil, climate, and hereditary 
factors in time resulted in other varieties."y' 
The Southern flue-cured areas produce a bri ght, lemon-
orange colored leaf. This leaf has a hi gh natural sugar content 
and a distinctive flavor. Kentucky, Tennessee, and some parts 
of Ohio cultivate the "Burley" type of tobacco. This leaf is 
,!/Ibid., P• 172. 
2/Ibid., p. 168. 
y'Roy Flannagan and Pat Flannag an Hoo ker , op. cit., p. 3. 
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air-cured. Its color ranges from tan to buff, and it is 
extremely fra grant. North of the Potomac River, in the 
"Maryland" district, both broad and narrow leaf toba cco are 
produced . The tobacco is air-cured, rich in texture, fine-
burning , and dark brown in color. To this mixture is sometimes 
added an imported Turkish leaf. This type of leaf is much 
smaller than the American leaf. It is sun-cured and extremely 
1/ 
aromatic.-
Cigar tobaccos.-- The cigar consists of three separate and 
distinct divisions: the filler (the center or core); the binder 
(this goes aro1.md the filler and "binds 11 or holds it to gether); 
and the wrappe r (the outside 11 s kin 11 or covering). Usually one 
ci gar tobacco plant can f1.~nish the le ave s for all three 
divisions. The cigar wrappers are the most expensive of the 
three types of cigar tobaccos. These are t a ken from the best 
quality of the "shade grown" tobacco cro ps. This type of 
tobacco is grown under the shade of larg e cotton tents, and it 
is air-cured . The fine quality of toba cco produced through 
this metho d is used almost exclusively for the wra ppers of 
cigars. The unevenly colored and blemished leaves are used 
for binders and sometimes for fillers. The Connecticut River 
Valley area in New En gland and certain districts of Georgia and 
Florida produce this special t ype of cigar tobacco. 
The cigar binder tobaccos are produced in the Corillec ticut 
~ ---
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River Valley, and parts of New York, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, 
Georgia, and Florida. They are a Broadleaf or Havana Seed 
variety, g rown in the open field, and air-cured. The best 
grades of these tobaccos are used for binders. The lovver 
grades are used for fillers. The cigar filler tobaccos are 
grown in parts of Pennsylvania and Ohio. These are produced 
from the Broadleaf or Seedleaf variety, grown in the open field, , 
1/ 
and air-cured. 
Pipe and chewing tobacco.-- The pipe smoking and chewing 
tobaccos are t a ken from the lower grades or scrap material left 
from the ci garette blends. Chewing tobacco is also supplied 
from the binder and filler varieties of ci gar tobacco. y 
The following table from Garner will give a good 
indication of t h e classes, types, and uses of the tobaccos 
produc e d: 
1/Wi ghtman vr. Garner, op. cit., p. 84. 
2/Ibid., p. 18. 
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Table 2. U.S. Department of Agricultu~e's Classification of 
Domestic Leaf Tobacco 
Class 
( 1) 
1. Flue-Cured 
2. Fire-Cured 
3. Air-Cured: 
(a) Li ght 
(b) Dark 
Type 
t2J 
11. (a) Old Belt 
(b) Middle Belt 
12. Ea s tern North 
Carolina 
13. South Carolina-
North Carolina 
Border Belt 
14. Georgia and Florida 
21. Virginia 
22. Kentucky-Tennessee, 
eastern district 
23. Kentucky-Tenness e e , 
we s tern- district 
24. Henderson or Stem-
ming 
31. Burley 
32. Southern Maryland 
35. One-Sucker 
36. Green River 
37. Virg inia Sun-Cured 
(continued on next page) 
Grade Groups 
A, vvrappers; B, 
leaf; C, cut-
ters; H, 
smoking leaf; 
X, lugs; P, 
primings; N, 
nondescript; 
S, scrap 
A, wrappers; B, 
heavy le a f; C, 
thin leaf; T, 
short leaf; X, 
lugs; N, nonde-
script; S, 
scrap 
A, wrappers; B, 
leaf; C, lug s 
and cutters; T, 
tips; X, granu-
lators or fly-
ing s; N, nonde-
script; S, 
scrap 
B, heavy leaf 
(dull); C, thin 
leaf (crop); X, 
seconds; T, 
tip s; P, ground 
leaves; N, non-
descript; S, 
scrap 
A, wrappers; B, 
heavy leaf; C, 
thin leaf; X, 
lug s; N, nonde-
script; S, 
scrap 
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Table 2. (continued) 
Class 
(l) 
4. Ciga r Filler 
5. Cigar Binder 
Type 
t2) 
41. Pennsylvania Seedleaf 
42. Gebhardt 
43. Zimmer 
44. Dutch 
46. Puerto Rican Sun-
Grown 
51. Connecticut Broadleaf 
52. Connecticut Havana 
Seed 
53. New York and Pennsyl-
vania Havana Seed 
54. Southern Wisconsin 
55. Northern Wisconsin 
(concluded on next page) 
Grade Groups 
B, binders or 
tops; C, 
fillers; X, 
stemming 
grades; Y, 
ground leaves; 
N, nondescript; 
S, scrap 
C, fillers; X, 
crop-run ( C & 
Y); Y, ground ' 
leaves; N, non-
descript; S, 
scrap 
C, tripas (fill-
ers); X, 
resa gos (in-
ferior); N, 
nondescript; 
S, scrap 
A, wrappers; B, 
binders, sec-
onds and 
brokes ; C, 
fillers and 
short darks; X, 
stemming 
grades; Y, sand-
leaf fillers; 
N, nondescript; 
S, scrap 
B, binders; C, 
fillers; X, 
crop-run (C & 
Y); Y, sandleaf 
fillers; N, 
nondescript; S, 
scrap 
41 
42 
Table 2. (concluded ) 
Class Type Grade Groups 
( 1) ( 2 ) (3) 
56. Georgia and Fl or i da B, binders; c, 
Sun-Grown fillers; X, I 
stemming 
grades; N, non-
de script; s, 
scrap 
6. Ci gar Wrapper 61. Connecticut Shade- A, wrappers; B, 
Grown stout wrappers 
62. Georgia and Florida or binders; c, 
Shade-Grown fillers (tips); 
X, filler 
brokes; N, non-
descript; s, I 
scrap 
7. Miscellaneous 72. Perique • . . • 
CHAPTER IV 
TOBACCO C~~TIVATION IN THE 
CONNECTICUT TI IVER VALLEY 
1. The Soil and Climatic Conditions 
of the Connecticut River Valley 
Physical characteristics of soil.-- The soil in the 
Connecticut River Valley area is similar to that of tobacco 
soil in g enera l as described in Chapter III (a light sandy 
surface soil with a heavier, slightly clay subsoil). The land 
used for shade tobacco is very coarse and sandy. In this type 
of soil leaching and drought are apt to occur. The cotton 
tents used in shade cultivation offer· some protectio n a g ainst 
this danger. 
The land along the Connecticut River differs from one 
location to another. The best and most suitable land for• 
growing shade tobac co is sandy, well drained, and well aerated. 
Over a period of years, it has been found that li ghter tobacco 
soils yield a thinner, li ghter colored tobacco leaf that is 
more suitable for ci gar wrapp ers. A tobacco leaf that is 
heavier , darker in color and less suitable for cigar wrappers 
is produced in the heavy, black, swampy soils immediately y 
bordering the Connecticut River banks. 
1/P. J. Anderson, op . cit., p. 14. 
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The type of s oil used for toba cco cultivation has a 
definite influence on the quality or grade of the tobacco 
leaves produced in a g iven location. Compared to other types 
of tobacco, the cigar wrapper leaf is the li ghtest, thinnest, 
and most evenly burning tobacco leaf produced . The basic re-
quirement that a good tobacco soil must me et are: 
1. A loose, open structure that will supply proper 
aeration and draina ge. (If the plant roots do not 
receive an abundant supply of oxygen, t hey become 
waterlogged , wilt, and die.) 
2. A sufficient supply of moisture that will be constantly 
ma intained. (If this is l acking, leaf tissues will not 
be turgid and maximum expansion of foliage cannot be 
a ttained.) 
3. A steady and well-balanced supply of plant-food that 
will b e continually maintained. (Poorly grown and 
underdeveloped plants will result without t h e p roper 
nourishment .) 
The tobacco soil that meets the above requirements will 
mos t likely produce a lea f that is: (l) large and broad; 
(2) very thin; (3) fine in fibers of open, fine texture; 
(4) light in weight. After curing t he leaf will have a li ght 
color. It will burn evenly and rapidly leaving a very small 
residue of white ash. These chara.cteristics constitute the 
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1/ 
highest quality of shade grown tobacco.-
The Connecticut River Valley soils v.re classified into 
defini te series depending upon the de gree of texture or fine-
ness of the soil. 
2/ 
The series range from loamy sands to fine 
sandy loams.- The so-called Merrimac s eries is the type of 
soil used exclu sively for shade gr6wn toba cco. It is a coarse 3/ . 
san dy loam.- The physical characteristics of Connecticut 
River Valley tobacco soil are clearly shown in a portion of a 
!I 
table t aken from Garner. 
1/Ni ghtman W. Garner, op. cit., p. 351. 
2/Ibid., p. 355. 
3/P. J. Anderson, op. cit., p. 13. 
4/Wi ghtman w. Garner, op. cit., p. 370. 
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Table 3. Mechanica l Analyses of Some Tobacco Soils 
Type of Tobacco Depth Fine Coarse Medium Fine Very Fine 
Grown Soil Type in Gravel Sand Sand Sand Sand 
Inches ~-rf % % % % /0 
tl) (2) ( 3) (4) {5} {6) ( 7) t 8) 
Connecticut Merrimac Ol-2I 3.1 14.1 15.1 42.8 4 .7 
Valley cigar- fine 2I-32 2.7 13.0 16.5 47.6 3.7 
wrapper and sandy 32-18 1. 6 16 .1 12. 8 24. 8 15. 5 
binder loam 18-28 3.2 14. 8 16.4 36.5 9.7 
--- --- -- ---- - - - ·· - -- - -~ 
Silt 
% 
( 9) 
11.1 
9.6 
22.3 
15.4 
Clay 
% 
(10) 
8 .7 
7.0 
6.9 
4 .0 
~ 
O'l 
Chemical composition of soil.-- As previously stated in 
Chapter III, the tobacco soils are acidic in character. The 
tobacco soils in the Connecti cut River Valley area have an 
1/ 
avera ge of 5.3 pH. Anderson states that: 
"The optimum reaction ( good tobacco production) is 
between 5.0 and 5.6 pH. Those (soils) about 6.0 pH favor 
the development of black rootrot and should be avoided. 
Below 4.5 pH, the crop often suffers from manganese 
poisoning due to formation of soluble manganese compounds 
at this de gree of acidity. Such soils should be limed to 
make them less acid." 
Very little phosphorus is taken out of the soil (in the 
form of phosphori c acid) by the tobacco plant. Therefore, 
phosphorus tends to accumulate on the soil and a certain amoQnt 
of it become.s "fixed" or stationary. As the soil is used over 
and over a gain, the amount of phosphorus already present in-
creases. Only about 100 pounds of phosphorus need be added 
annually to the tobacco field. 
Potash must be added regularly to the soil each year. 
Although there is an adequate amount of potash in the Valley 
area, it is in the form of insoluble minerals and does not 
dissolve into the soil. 
The calcium and magnesium quantitie s of the soil are low. 
Magnesia must be added to the soil to insure better tobacco 
2/ 
production. -
!/P. J. Anderson, op. cit., pp. 14-15. 
g/Ibid., p . 14. 
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The organic matter varies from 1.5 to 3 per cent. Since 
cigar tobacco (especially shade) grows best on light, sandy 
soils, an increase in the organic material present would not 
seem to imp rove the tobacco soil. 
The amount of nitrogen in the soil is very low and must 
be constantly replenished annually and throughout the growing 
1/ 
season. According to Garner - the surface soil of the 
Merrimac series has the following chemical composition: 
CaO . . . • . 1.03 % 
MgO . . . 0.70 % 
K20 . . . . . . • 1.44 % 
• 0.32 % 
. . • 0.14 % 
Temperature and moisture requirements.-- Warn1, southernly 
regions favor the abundant and rapid growth of tobacco which 
was ori ginally a tropical plant. Tobacco, because of its 
adaptability, is now produced: 
" •.•• as far north as central Sweden and as far south 
as southern Australia. The most important temperature 
factor in determining latitudinal distribution of tobacco 
production is the duration of the frost-free period. In 
this connection, in cool climates ordinary tobacco requires 
a period of about 100 to 120 days from date of trans-
planting to attain full maturity, but with a mean 
temperature of 80° F., which is near the optimum, this 
period may be reduced to 80 or 90 days or less. In the 
United States the actual length of the growing season, as 
measured by average dates of the latest killing frost in 
the spring and the first killing frost of the fall, is 
more than 160 days, even in the most northerly growing 
1/Wi ghtman w. Garner, op. cit., p. 372. 
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1/ 
districts, Wisconsin and the Connecticut Valley."-
Since t h e toba cco seedling s in t h e Connecticut River 
Valley a rea are grown in permanent se ed b eds, t h ey a re 
adequat e ly p rotected a gainst late fro s ts. An early fall frost 
wo uld s e rio u sly injure and dama g e the t oba cco crop. This is 
some time s a co s tly hazard in the Valley ci gar growing district. 
Rain f a ll, even with modern irri ga ti on systems, is an 
i mporta nt f' a ctor in toba cco production. Th e toba cco crop needs 
an abundant and evenly distribu ted rainfa ll to insure r apid 
growth and the formation of large le aves . An e x tremely wet 
growing s eason has a tendency to c u t down the crop yield. The 
leaves produced are thin and light in we i ght. Too much rain-
fall c a n injure the tobacco crop by eff e cting t he soil. Plant 
nutrients are vrashed a vvay from light soil s . The h eavy tobac co 
s o ils ab so r b so much wa te r t h at t h e p l ant s become wa terlogged 
and die. 
but: 
The to ba cco plant is, on the whole, resistant to drought 
" Severe drought, if prolonged, will result in 
pronounced stunting of the p l ants and firing of the 
lower leaves. Modera te drought, on t h e other hand, 
ma y not mate r ially reduce the toba c c o yield since the 
reduction in size of the lea ves is l a r gely compensated 
b y increase in weight per unit of area."2/ 
Unexpected storms and severe winds can raise h a voc with 
1/Ibid., pp . 375-376. 
2/Ibi d ., p. 376. 
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the tob acco crop. In New En g land, where we a ther has long been 
n o te d f or it s u npredicted cha n ges, vi o lent and unse a sonal 
storms ha v e c a u s ed serious damage to the tobacco industry. 
Unf avorab le weather is a const ant threat in the Connecticut 
Ri ver Valley : 
"Tobacco Valley's wea.ther c an b e fickle and 
t r eacherous. Freak storms are not uncommon. For 
example, in 1929 midsummer hail rippe d cloth tents 
to shre d s and caused enormous damage to the shade 
crop . Hailstones fell with such forc e that the metal 
t ops of a u tomobiles were dented. Th e h urricanes of 
1938 a n d 1944 were also major dis as ters that severely 
dama ged curing sheds, barns and f a r m buildings."l/ 
2. The Special Methods Used for 
Ci gar Tobacco Cultiva tion 
Typ es of cigar tobaccos grown.-- The Connecticut River 
Valley area p roduces three distinct v a rieties of ciga r tobaccos: 
(1) Broadleaf; (2) Havana Seed; and (3) Cub an or "shade grown" 
tobacco. The Broadleaf and Ha v an a Se ed are grown in the o pe n 
fiel d simila r to southern tobacco cro ps. The best grades of 
these t wo types are sometimes u sed for c i ga r wrappers. The 
bulk of Broadleaf and Havana Seed tobaccos is use d for ciga r 
binders and to a lesser e x tent for cig a r fillers. The Cuban 
or, as it is more commonly called, shade tobacco is used almost 
entirely for ci ga r wrappers. 
Broadleaf was first g rown in the Connecticut area about 
1/Th e Sh ade Toba cco Growers Agricultura l As sociation, Inc., 
op. cit., p. 23. 
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1/ 
1833.- It supp lanted the narrow-type or "shoestring" tobacco 
that had been previously g rown in the Valley by the early 
settlers. The plant has l ong , wide , broad leaves which droop 
down over the stalk. The early cigar production in the Valley 
expanded and prospered with the introduction of Broadleaf 
tobacco (see Table 1). Broadleaf production, however, has 
decreased in acreage from 18,400 in 1925 to an acreage of 8,800 
2/ 
in 1952.- The reason for this decrease was t h e increased 
demand for the shade grown tobacco. More farmers we11 e trying 
their luck with shade tobacco because it brought a much hi gher 
price per pound . 
When the recession in cigar tobacco cult ivation began 
(as mentioned on page 15), a new variety of the ci gar plant was 
brought over from Cuba. Around 1880, the Havana Seed variety 
was supplanting the Broad leaf type in many tobacco growing 
areas throughout the Valley. The Havana See d plant has leaves 
that " •••• are somewhat smaller and smoo t he r than those of 
Broadleaf and they do not droop but stand upright from the 
3/ 
stalk."- This cigar tobacco was also used quite extensively 
for cigar wrapp ers until it, too, was supplanted by the shade 
grown crop . The Valley's acreage for Havana Seed in 1923 was 
4/ 
8 ,100. This dropped to an acreage of 1,800 in 1952.- Thus 
1/P. J. Anderson, op. cit., p. 9. 
2/Ibid., p. 99. 
3/Ibid., p. 10. 
4/Ib~d., p . 100. 
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shade grown tobacco became the toba cco crop raised exclusively 
for cig ar wrappers. 
The first plants grown under the shade of cotton cloth 
tents were produced from seeds imported from Smnatra. This 
variety was discarded, however, because it did not grow well 
under shade. A Cuban variety was next tried and found very 
suitable. I mpro ved cultivation methods have produced hi gher-
yie lding and more disease-resisting strains of the origina l 
Cuban plant. The shade grown plant is taller than either the 
Broadleaf or the Ha vana Seed. Its leaves are smaller, less 
pointed, and set farther apart on the stalk than . those of the 
other two varieties. The shade tob a cco acreage for 1952 was 
1/ 
6,300.- These are the desirable qualities of the shade Grown 
tobacco: 
11 The leaves are light in color, smooth and g lossy, 
with very small and inconspicuo us veins. They make a 
cigar ·which appeals to the eye of the smoker . The to p 
leaves and heavier grades are used to some extent as 
cigar binders. Connecticut shade is the highest priced 
tobacco grown in America. Th e price of Sumatra (wrapper 
leaves) is somewhat hi gher but only because of t he hi gh 
import duty. "Y 
Overview of basic growing proces ses .-- The growing methods 
used in t he Con...D.ecticut River Valley, both for shade grown and 
open field tobaccos, are basically the same as those used in 
the South. There are several variations, however, which merit 
]/Ibid., p. 101. 
g/Ibid., p. 13. 
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attention. The permanent se ed beds a re used in the Valley 
area. The size of the beds are us ually thre e by six feet. 
Th ey are protected by glass sash covers, mesh cotton cloth, 
or (the more recently de veloped) transparent p lastic sash y 
covers. 
1 pan" method. 
I 
'II This process is usually carried out in the f a ll. 
The seed bed soil is steam sterili zed by the "inve rted 
I 
The seeds a re mixed with sand, coal ashes , or bone meal and 
spread over the beds . If bone mea l is used , the see ds can be 
applied very evenly to the beds. Since the bone meal is whi te, i y 
1 
I 
the area of the bed that is sown ca n be clearly seen. 
The seeds are lightly covered by t he soil, rolled down, 
and wa t e red. The seed beds usually have a s prink ling system 
that delivers a fine, mist-like spray to insure adequate 
mo isture. The beds are covered with the sash covers i rmnedi-
a tely after the seeds are sown. Several layers of shade cloth 
are placed on top of t he covers until the seedlings appear. 
Proper ventilation must be constantly maintained. This is 
done b y raising the sashes and allowing t h e outside air to 
penetrate t h e beds so that the temperature will not go above 
~ 
95° F. 
The methods used in t he Connecticut River Va lley to 
1/Ibid ., p. 15. 
2/Ibid ., p. 23. 
3/Ibid., p. 24 . 
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prepare the planting fields, transplant the seedlings , and 
cultivate the crop are quite similar to those of the southern 
tob ac co culture as described in Chapter III. 
Chemical sterilization of permanent beds.-- One of the 
more recent deve lopments in ci ga r tobac co cultivation is the 
use of chemicals to s terilize the seed beds. This new method 
seems to be a s adequate as steam s t eri liza tion, and ·it is 
less e xpensive. Chloropicrin (known commercially as 
"La rvacide") and methyl bromide are used. The advantages of 
the chemical sterilization method are : 
1. It c an be done in one-tenth the time it takes for 
st eam sterilization. 
2. It is less expensive to u s e in t erms of equipment 
and labor. 
3. It can be applied b y hand as well as by machine. 
Since t he soil is too cold to appl y chloropicrin in t h e 
spring , it is a pplied in the fall. This also insures against 
the dange r of a residue of the gas rema ining in the soil and 
k illing the se e dlings. After the beds are fumigated with 
ch loropi crin, the soil is raked, wa te red , a nd covered with 
several layers of shade cloth to seal in the ga s until the 
1/ 
effects of sterilization are completed.-
Satisfactory res ults have been obtained wi th me thy l 
· bromide also: 
I 1/Ibid., P • 18. 
r:-
1 
I 
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"At low temperatures or under pressure, methyl 
bromide is an odorless clear liquid, but it quickly 
va porizes at temperatures above 43° F. It disperses 
rapidly and has remarkable penetrating powers. Its 
killing action is rapid and it is quickly dissipated 
after fumi gation is completed. Thus, there is a 
minimum of delay in seeding the beds. It kills all 
weed seeds (except clovers) as well as insects, 
nematodes, and soil-borne patho genic fungi, such as 
those causing rootrots. It stimul a tes the seedling 
to a more rapid healthy growth."!/ 
Methyl bromide may be applied either in the fall or the 
spring . The seed beds are covered with special gas proof 
tarpaulins. The methyl bromide gas is forced under these 
covers through small flexible tubes which run down the center 
of the s e ed beds. After 24 hours, the ope r a tion is completed y 
and the covers removed. The seed beds are now ready to use. 
As in the case of steam sterilization, the weather should be 
' dry and the soil only slightly moist before the operation is 
carried out. 
I Pre-sprouting of seeds.-- Since the tobacco growing season 
of the Connecticut River Valley area is not as long as that of 11 
the South, many Valley farmers germinate their se e ds indoors 
before putting them into the seed beds. In this way, the 
tobacco plants will be ready fpr trans p l anting into the field 
several days sooner th.an if· they had been direct l y germinated 
in the seed beds . To carry out the pre-sprouting procedure : 
" •••• a weighed quantity of seed is mixed with some 
fine absorbent organic material, such as sifted rotted 
wood punk (apple tree punk is an old favorite), ground 
,l/Ibid., p . 19. 
g/Ibid., p. 21. 
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cocofibre or black swamp humus. The bulk of the 
absorbent should be 1 0 to 20 times as much as the 
seed. The mixture is placed in jars and moistened 
with a s much water as it will absorb without an 
accumulation in the bottom of the jars. The jars are 
kept in a warm room unt il the seeds crack and the little 
white primary roots can be seen pushing out. They are ~ 
then ready to distribute in the beds. Knowing the weight 
of dry seed added to each jar, the square feet of bed 
on which each should be distributed can be calculated 
easily."l/ · 
A sample of the tobacco seeds used by the fanners is 
tested for germination before being used. This ge rmination 
1 test can be done by the a gronomy departments at the local state 
universities, or a gricultural experiment stations operated by 
a gricultural associations, state or federal agencies. Actually 
. the g ermination test can easi ly be done by the f a rmer himself. 
+ 
For the germination te st : 
"One hundred seeds are counted out and kept on a 
moist blotting paper or filter paper in an enclosed dish 
in a warm room for 14 days. The dishes should be at 
least in duplicate to get an a vera ge. As fast as the 
seeds show the white emerg ing rootlets, they are removed. 
Th e number of s ee ds which have faile d to ge rminate at t h e 
end of 14 da ys is subtracted from 1 00 to g ive t h e per- 11 
centage of germination. Any lot t ha t gerrninate s less 
than 70 per cent should not be use d . Those that germinat~l 
above 90 per cent are excellent."2/ 
Influence of shade in wrapper cul tivation .-- The most 
prominent factor effecting the type and quali ty of ci gar 
wrapper to b acco is the high relative humidity maintained by 
shade cultivation. In the early days of the ciga r industry, 
!/Ibid., P• 22 . 
g/Ibid., pp. 22-23. 
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the wrappe r leaf imported from far-off Suma tra wa s " •••• re-
g arded a s a world standard of e x cellence with reference to the 
l/ 
vario us cha racteristics desired in t h is class of l eaf."- By 
growin g a s u i table Cuban strain of ciga r tobacco under the II 
Jl shade of l oosely 'Noven cotton tents, the Va lley toba cco f a rmers II 
were able to p roduce a wrapper leaf a s excellent as tha t g rown 
1 in Sumatra. 
While this cotton covering furnishe s some p rote ction to 
the s hade tob acco plants from insects, sun, wind, and heavy 
rains: 
"The chief function of the cloth tent is t o reduce 
loss of mo isture from the soil and from the p l ant by 
markedly increasing t h e rela tive ht~idity and reducing 
wind velocity. The e f fect on tempe r a ture is neg li g ible 
and, while t h e light intensity is decidedly reduced, t he 
chief action of t h e reduced li ght on t h e plant probably 
c ons ist s of reducing t h e trans pi r stion r a t e ." 2/ 
It h as been sta t ed tha t: 
" Vra pper tobac co grown under cloth , or Sha de Gro·wn 
to use its prope r title, is uniform in color and 
elasticity, free from blemishes, with small strai ght 
veins. I t burns s mo othly to a clear whit e a sh, and it 
has a di stinctive natural flavor and p leas ant a roma. 
There is no better wrappe r to ba cco grown anywhere in the 
world, even in Suma tra.".:?/ 
Erection o f shade tents.-- Growing toba cco under shade is 
a costly a nd expensive undert aking . Every acre of s hade grown 
tobacco: 
l/Wi ghtman W. Ga rner, op . cit., p. 380. 
3/The Shade Growers Agricultural Association, Inc., op. cit., 
p. 9 . 
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" •••• requires 5000 square yards of cloth, 55 twelve-
foot cedar poles, 350 pounds of heavy galvanized wire, 
two tons of fertilizer and thous ands of feet of sewing 
twine. 
To produce cotton for the tent cloth, a f a rmer in 
the South must raise one acre of cotton to cover one I 
acre of Shade Tobacco . "y 
After the toba cco seeds have been es t a blished in the I 
I 
seed beds: 
11 
•••• the picturesque shade 1 tents' are erected over 
the fields. These tents are great ceiling s and walls of 
l o osely-woven cloth that cover t h e to p and four sides of 
every field. It t akes about 50,000 ,000 squa re yards of 
this cloth to put Tobacco Valley i n the shade each spring . 
It is one item that adds greatly to the cost of Shade u 
Toba cco farming . 
The tents are held in place by wooden poles 12 feet 
long set four feet into the ground and exactly 33 feet 
apart in each direction. Because of this, every field 
is laid out with mathematica l precision. At t he top of 
the rows of poles, both ways of the fie ld, a heavy wire 
is stretched and then stapled . The cloth, in strips of 
400 inches wide, is spread by hand across the wires a nd 
expertly sewn i n p lace with needle and specia l twine. 
Ea ch spring the flat roof of t he tent must be renewed! 
with new cloth. Last year's cloth c a n be used only for l1 
the side walls and then in thicknes s of three or four ' 
layers, because the old mate rial h as been weakened by II 
exposure to the sun and weather the previous s1.:rnn:ne r. "Y 1; 
This most unique feat"LITe of tobacco cultivation, whole 
1 
1 f ields of tobac co p lants grown unde r the sha de of cotton cloth 
tents, produces the hi ghest g r ade and top quality ciga r wrapper 
leave s on t he tobacco market . 
]:/Ibid., p . 14 • 
.§./Ibid., p. 13. 
1 
I 
I 
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3. Growth and Development of 
Ci gar Tobaccos 
Transplanting and cultivation.-- A sudden, l a te spring 
frost is always a source of dang er in t he northern tobacco 
re g ions. Usually sometime around the be ginning of June is the 11 
1 best time for transpl a nting the seedling s . Since the cotton 
tents o i'fer some p rotecti o n aga inst the weather , shade toba cco 
is often transplanted a bout the l ast few weeks in May . Broad-
leaf and Havana Seed are grown in the op en fie ld, so they a re 
transp lanted a few weeks later than the sha de crop. The rows 
for shade and Havana Seed tobaccos a re set 36 to 40 inches 
apart. Shade p lants are pla ced 12 to 14 inches apart in each 
row, and Havana Seed 17 to 19 inches. Bro adleaf, a wider and I 
1 broader p lant than either shade or Ha vana Seed, is set in rows 'I 
which a re 42 to 44 inches apart. The s pa ce between each 
1/ 
Bro a dleaf plant in a row is 20 to 27 inches .-
The p lants a re trans p lanted by ma chine, tractor or horse 
drawn. The most favorable time for t ransplanting is the late 
afternoon. This reduces wi lting and g ives the p lants a chance 
to establish ne w roots during the ni ght. Nitrate of s oda is 
often used in the wa ter tha t is poured on the plants by the 
transplanting ma chine. This chemical seems to help the plants 
, get a better sta rt in the field. As an added protection, 
,!/P. J. Ande rson, o p . cit., p. 38 . 
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1/ 
insecticides are used along wi th the nitra te of soda.- Here 
a gain , as in southern c ult iv2tion , the plants that do not 
thrive after transplanting are restocked with stronger seed-
lings. This proce ss is done by hand. 
A c ultiva tor is used weekly to loosen the s oil a round 
the tobacco plants. Hoeine the field by hand is not done as 
frequently here as in the SoUth. Ridges are built up along 
1 the rows to strengthen the roots, brace the p lant, and help 2/ 
prevent leaching in wet weather.- The purpose of hoeing the 
field by hand is to loosen the soil thoroughly between the 
individual p lants and destroy the weeds. 
If the growing season is particularly wet and rainy , 
extra nitrogen (in the form of either nit r a te of soda or 
nitrate of a nmonia) is app lied to the field during the 
c ultiva tion p rocedure. In extremely dr y s easons, the fields 
are irriga te d by me a ns of a portable s p rinkling system. This 
is used if the p lants s how signs of wilting in the morning. 
,
1 
Weekly irriga tion, just enough to completely wet the top s o i l , 
during dry wea ther is suff icient. Too much water would leach 
t he necess a r y minerals away from the soil. If the soil is 
too soft and muddy, there is a danger of the plants blowing 
3/ 
dovm during a hi gh wind .-
1/Ibid., p. 39. 
g/Ibid., P• 39. 
3/Ibid., P• 43. 
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To pping and suckering .-- Shade tobacco because of its 
special nature and growing process, is topped in a slightly 
different way than Broadle a f or Havana Seed. Since one of 
the resu lts of topping is stiffening of t h e plant stalk, shade ~ 
plants are topped hi gh and early in the s e a son. If the tobacc d 
stalks are sti ff ened, there wi ll be less da n ger of loss during II 
windy weather. The tobacco flower bud is broken off when it 
first a ppears. The rest of the top is taken later. 
1/ 
is the term applied to this procedure.-
"Budding " 
As previously s~ated irt Chapter III, the suckering 
1 
procedure follows that of topping. More recently, chemicals 
are sprayed on the plants after topp ing . These chemicals stop 
or inh ibit t h e growth of suckers. · Ma leic hydrazide and some 
of its compounds have be e n fourtd s a tisfa ctory. Since the 
effect of these chemicals on the cured tobacco has not been 
determined, many growers prefer to use t h e old hand suckering 
method. 
Scientific research has produced two new strains of shade 
tobacco which require no topping. The b uds or "seed heads" 
II 
of these new varieties are very small a nd develop so near the 1 
2/ 
harvesting time that topping and sucke ring can be el iminated.-
! Havana Seed and Broadleaf are topp ed later in the season 
II 
!I than shade tobacco. A lower topp in2; procedure is followed. 
!I Yibid., p . 44. 
II 2/Ibid.' P• 44. 
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1 Vfuen the .first blossoms open, they are broken o.f.f by hand. 111 
I I II Three or .four leaves are taken off with each blossom. Usually [I 
11 the topp ing p rocedure is carried out three weeks before the 
II I harvest. The suckering process is done two or three times 
,, 
I 
I 
before the harvest. The final auckering is done just prior 
to the harvesting . 
4. Harvesting and Curing o.f 
Ciga.r Tobaccos 
Priming the shade crop.-- The thin and delicate shade 
tobacco leaves must be picked completely by hand. Thus the 
priming method is used. The priming (pick ing off each leaf 
separa tely .from the tobacco stalk) is done once each week. 
Each picker starts at the bottom of the plant and takes three 
or four of the mature leaves from the stalk at each priming . 
Since the rows of shade tobacco are set so closely together: 
whose physique enables them to work be tween rows 
I 
I 
'' Hand picking is done by boys 14 years or older 
without injuring the deli c a. te leaves. Older or heavier I 
,, 
I persons cannot be used because their size prevents their passage b e t ween the rows without damag ing the plants."l/ 
I The leaves are pla ced in piles be t ween the rows of p lants. l1 I 11 
I More young boys draw large canvas bas ke ts through the rows and \1 
!I pick up each pile of l eaves. The baskets are then t aken to the! 
II curing sheds. Young g irls and women "sew" the leaves in pairs \ 
2/ 
and attach them to a 4-foot lath.- Each lath is placed on a 
l/The Shade Growers Agricultu~al Associatio n Inc., op. cit., 
p. 17. 
2/P. J. Anderson, op. cit.~ P!.. _48. 
- :I 
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pole, and these are hung in large curing sheds. 
Stalk-cutting of open field crops.-- The entire plant is 
harvested at once in the stalk-cutting method. Since the 
Broadleaf and Havana Seed tobacco growers need not be partie-
u~ar about the appearance of their leaves, it saves time and 
labor to harvest the whole crop in one operation. When the 
top lea_ves of the open field tobacco plants look mature, the 
harvesting is started. The stalks are cut level with the soil. 
The cutting is done by hand with long hatchets. As in all 
stalk-cut tobacco crops, the plants are left on the ground to 
wilt before they are handled further. 
After about two hours, when the tobacco plants are limp 
enough to be handled without being damaged, they are strung on 
4-foot lath. This is done by piercing the stalk near the 
bottom with a strong steel spearhead that is attached at one 
1/ 
end of the lath. Anderson states that: · 
"An avera ge of six Havana Seed or five Broadleaf 
plants are hung on one lath. When very small, more 
plants may be put on each lath. Since it requires a 
considerable 'jerk' to force the spear through the stalk, 
the opposite end of the lath must be solidly supported. 
This may be done by setting the lath upright in the soil 
or, more often, the opposite end of the lath is supported 
on a 'stringing horse', which-is specially constructed 
for this purpose and which the operator drags along with 
him. After removing the spearhead, the lath of plants is 
transferred to a wagon rack where it is supported between 
two poles set about 42 inches apart and with the p lants 
hanging upside down. Then it is drawn on the wagon racks 
to the c uring sheds. 11 
--- -,_---'-~--=-- -- ----=------~-=-= =- _..:._ -
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The curing sheds.-- Since all the cigar tobacco in the I 
I 
1' Connecticut River Valley is air-cured, the sheds or barns are, 1, 
on the whole, much l a r ger than those used for flue-cured or 1 
I 
I 
I fire-cured tobaccos. A lar,ge barn will permit more space for 
air circulation. A typical sized barn would have " •••• a width I 
of 32 feet, a length of some multiple of 16 feet, a height of 
.Y 
about 16 feet at the eaves and a shingle ridge roof." The 
' barn is separa ted into sections by large posts. 
or "bentslf as they are called, are 16 feet square. 
2/ 
stalk tob acco will fill four sections. 
Proper ventilation must be maintained in the sheds at all 
times. In the air-curing process, heat is applied only when 
outside conditions are unfavorable to the drying process. 
shed's functions are to: (l) protect the leaves from bad 
The I i 
I 
1 weather; (2) allow the constant circulation of air to all parts 
of the shed; and ( 3) provide adequate storage space during the I, 
curing process. II 
The sides and gables of each shed are cut into vertical 
or horizontal slats that can be raised or lowered to increase 
[I 
I 
or decrease the amount of air let into the shed. In the usual 1! 
tobacco curing sheds: 
11 The sides of the sheds for stalk-cut tobacco are 
made of vertical pine boards, an inch thick and 12 inches 
wide, with each third board on hinges so that it may be 
opened wide for ventilation. Some g rowers prefer to hinge r 
I 
Yibid., P· 46. 
g/Ibid., p. 47. 
'I 
I 
l 
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the boards at the top and let them s wing out from the 
bottom. Most shade sheds have horizontal side boards 
which are hinged so that they swing upward, and there 
is a ventilator board between each tier of leaves. The 
gables are also supplied with ventilator doors to allow 
air currents to blow lengthwise through the shed. Large 
swinging doors at both ends of the sheds permit the wa gons 
to be driven through the leng th of the shed on either side. 
Raised ridges or metal ventil a. tors of various types on the 
ridg e are frequently added to allow upward currents of air 
during curing . "1./ 
Chemical chang es in the curing process.-- The duration of 
the curing process depends upon the weather . In a dry season 
the cur·ing would be completed after two weeks. Damp or rainy 
weather may lengthen the curing period to six weeks or more. 
The loss of wa ter and the color chang es that take place in the 
leaf during the curing process have been described in detail 
in Chapter III along with the influence of temperature and 
relative humidity. 
Artificial heat, in the form of small charcoal fires or 
modern g as bu~ners, is used: 
" •••• to raise the temperature and reduce humidity. 
This practice is commonly called 1 firing 1 the sheds. 
Firing has two .functions: (l) it helps to prevent rot, 
and (2) at high temperatures the i mportant chemical 
changes are more active and go more nearly to com-
pletion.112/ 
As soon as a curing barn is filled with shade tobacco, 
artificial heat is applied. This initial or " green firing " 
helps the chemical chang es to take place during the .first week 
of the curing process. The curing of stalk-cut tobacco is also 
1/Ibid., p. 47 • 
.§/Ibid., p. 51. 
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greatly aided by this " green firing" procedure. 
The outside appearance of the tobacco leaves develops in 
color from green, to yellow, and finally to an even shade of 
brown. While these physical changes take place, an involved 
set of chemical reactions occur within the leaf's tissue: 
11 The green pigment, chlorophyll, breaks down and 
the yellow pigments, zanthophyll and carotenes, are 
formed to make the leaf yellow. The yellow color is 
g radually masked by the brown pigments, polyphenols, 
flavones and others. The starch of the green leaves is 
changed to sugars which, in turn, a re consumed in respi-
r a tion, and carbon dioxide is released. Protein breaks 
down into simpler nitrogenous compound s, amino acids and 
ammonia, malic acid decreases, citr ic a cid increases, 
and some of the nicotin e disappears. These are a few of 
the chemical reactions that must go on before the leaf is 
properly cured. The extent of the ch emical transformations 
has a profound influence on. the quality of the cured 
leaves. An average crop may be greatly improved by proper 
curing while the best crop g rown may b e ruined by a poor 
cure. 111/ 
5. Cigar Tobacco Sorting Shops 
Handling and packing cured tobacco.-- When the leaves have 
been cured, they are ready to be sent to the sorting sho p s. 
The outside weather must be damp before t h e tobacco, which is 
extremely dry and crisp at the end of t h e curing process, can 
be packed. After curing the tobacco lea ves possess certain 
mineral salts which favor the absorption of water. If the 
leaves are exposed to dampness (this is done by opening the 
ventilators during wet or rainy weather), they become very 
pliable and soft. They are now tak en down from the poles 
inside the curing barn and placed on the floor of the barn. 
1/Ibid., PP• 49-50. 
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The tobacco is p acked with the lath on the outside and all the 
leaves piled in the center of little heaps about t wo feet high. 
In this way, the leaves retain their moisture for a few days. 
Since Broadleaf and Havana Seed tobaccos were cured stalks • 
and all, the tobacco . leaves must now be separated from the 
stalks. This is done by stripping the l eaves from the stalk 
either by hand or machine. Each leaf is broken off at its 
axil. The butts of the leaves should be kept as even e.s 
possible. 
· Within several days after t he tob a cco leaves have been 
laid in p iles on the barn floor, they are pa cked for the 
sorting shop: 
"Box presses with foot clamps s pe cially constructed 
for this purpose are used. After placing four heavy 
strings in the box, it is lined with heavy Manila paper 
which will be used to wrap the bundle . The leave s are 
laid in t wo parallel piles on the paper with the tips 
overlapp ing and the butts to the outside (ends) of the 
bundle. Thirty to fifty pounds are thus packed into 
each bLmdle. The foot press is a pplied and finally the 
l oose ends of the paper are folded over the top of the 
bundle and the string s are tied as tightly as possible."!/ 
Purpose and process of sorting . - - The tobacco may be sold 
directly to t h e buyer without first being sent to the sorting 
shop. This unassorted tobacco is later sent to warehouses 
2/ 
where it is then sorted. Anderson states that: 
"The object of sorting and packing tobacc o by grades 
and sizes is to meet t he requirements of the cigar manu.:.. 
facturer. For a certa in shape and size of cigar he find s 
1/Ibid., p. 54. 
_s/Ibid., p. 55. 
a certain size of leaf is most economi cal and he is not 
interested in t h e other sizes. Or he finds that a light 
grade is better for a binder of one brand while a dark 
binder makes a better b lend for anothe r brand. The other 
grades may be more attractive to another mant~acturer. 
The manufacturer prefers to purchase only the sizes and 
g rades that he can use." 
Many l arge tobac co companies or tobac co agricultural 
a ssociations send t he ir tobacco to l arge central warehouses 
where all three types of cigar toba cco s (shade, Broadleaf, and 
Ha vana Se e d ) are sorted during the wi n t er . The sorting oper-
ation (especially for s hade tobacco) is too complicated and 
expensive to b e · carried out on the tobacco fa r ms. The tobacco 
is classified or sorted i n to different 6r ades according to: 
" •••• color, thickness, leng th, soundness, gum, vein 
and shape. There are 6 to 10 grades of stalk toba cco and 
10 to 16 g r ades of shade tobacco, v a r iation in number 
depending on the grade requirements of different ware -
houses . The principa l grades are further 'sized', i.e., 
separa ted according to leng t h a t intervals of t wo inch es 
for Havana Seed and one inch for s hade . Ea ch length of 
each grade is then pa c ked into l arge wooden cases (stalk 
tobacco) or bales (shade) covered with fi bre mats. Before 
pa cking , the leaves a re tied together in small bunches 
c alled 1 hands 1 ~ Stalk tobaccos are t hen fermented by 
keeping the packed c as es in a warm room for several months. 
Shade tobacco is fermented by p iling it in l arge 'bulk s' 
before sorting . 11 l / 
This sort ing process must be carried out almost complete l y 
by hand . This he lps to furnish employment for the tobacco 
workers throughout the year. 
The grades established for one type of t obacco c a nnot 
serve as gra des for another type of tob a cco . Different speci-
fications and requirements are c a lled for in the sha de leaf, 
1/Ibid., p . 54 . 
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and these requirements could not be met by those of the other 
two varieties ( Havana Seed or Broadleaf). One stalk of a 
certain tobacco produces several different qualities of leaves . 
This results from the positions of t h e lea ves on the stalk. 
Havana Seed tobacco, which has about 14 leaves to a stalk, is 
1/ 
graded according to Anderson- into the fol lowing types: 
11 Fillcrs. The lowest t wo leaves. Light color, 
short, usually 15 inches or less, dull and without gum, 
good grain. 
Seconds. Next four leaves. Li ght color, more than 
15 inches long, not much gum, good grain, broad shape. 
Light wrappers . Next two leaves, the best quality 
on the plant . Light uniform color, silky , broad shape, 
good length, usually less grain tha n the seconds. 
Medium wrappers . Next t wo leaves. Much the same as 
light wrappers but darker, greenish color, more gum and 
less grain. 
Darks . The top four leaves. Dark color, most gum, 
thick, more pointed shape, little, if any , grain. Often 
divided into two grades, long dark s and short darks 
(17 inches or · less). 
Brakes . Leaves from al l grades which have been 
damaged by tearing in handling, or by hail, wind, pole 
rot, insects, diseases and the lik e and, therefore, are 
thrown out of the other grades ." 
!/Ibid., p. 55 . 
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CHAPTER V 
THE DISEA SES AND INSECTS THAT 
ATTACK THE TOBACCO PLANT 
1. Various Types of Diseases Effecting 
the Tobacco Plant 
Some causes of tobacco diseases.-- As previously mentioned, 
tobacco grown in certain locations develo p s definite character -
istics which appeal to the manufacturers. Therefore, to produce 
this desirable tob a cco, g rowers favor continuous tobacco 
cultivation of the same locations year after year. This 
results in an accumulation of disease-causing bacteria and 
fung i in the growing area. 
If t h e proper chemicals are not replenished after the 
growing season, mineral deficiencies will occur in the soil. 
These deficiencies produce distortions a n d abnormalities in 
plant g rowth. The diseases that effect t h e plant in this case 
l/ 
are called "malnutrition diseases".- This condition can be 
quickly and easily remedied by replacing any of the nine needed 
" •••• food elements which the tobacco plant absorbs from the 
soil: nitrogen, potash, phosphorus, magnesium, calcium, iron, 
2/ 
sulfur, manganese and boron. n-
1/P. J. Anderson, op. cit., p. 74. 
2/Ibid., p. 74. 
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The tobacco plant by the very nature of its tiny seeds and 
delicate leaves is: 
" •••• susceptible to all diseases common to plant life, 
as well as to maladies peculiar to itself alone. Mosaic 
or calico, black rootrot, frenchino and other fungus must 
be guarded against and eliminated. Science has found ways 
to check many of them, primarily through improved strains, 
soil tests and better understanding of causes and pre-
ventives •••• "l/ 
Classification of tobacco diseases.-- Since the number of 
diseases (parasitic and non-parasitic) effecting the tobacco 
plant is rather large, the best manner of presenting it is in 
tabular form. The diseases may attack only certain parts of 
the tobacco plant such as the roots, stem, or leaves. A 
cla ssifica tion of the diseases can be ma de on this basis. 
Another method of classifying the tobacco diseases is according 
to the area in which they attack the plant. The divisions here 
would b e the seed bed, fie l d, and curing shed. 
The following table will be a combination of the roots, 
2/ 
stem, leaves classification by Garner and the seed bed, 
3/ 
field, curing shed classification of Anderson .-
1/The Shade Tobacco Growers Agri cultural Association, Inc., 
op. cit., p. 16. 
2/Wi ghtman W. Garner , op. cit., pp. 237-273. 
3/P. J. Anderson, op. cit., pp. 57-81. 
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Table 4 . Important Toba cco Dise as es Ca used by Bacteria, Fungi, Virus e s, and Minera l 
Deficiencies 
Part I I I Appearance Disease I Infected Place Cause of Plant 
I 
Control 
( I ) I (2)_1_ -T3l _____ (4) -- ( 5} ( 6 ) 
Black Rootrot I root I seed bed; fungus stunted, rot- keep soil in 
field (Thielaviopsis ted roots (some good condition; 
basicola) roots black; pH should not 
stalk intact; go over 5.5; 
leaves wilted good drainage; 
plant resistant 
strains. 
Brown Rootrot root field eel-worms; like Black fumi gation of 
(Nematode parasitic Rootrot; dead soil with nema-
Infestation) nematodes; roots are tocides: ethyl-
microscopic brown ene dibromide, 
(Pratylenchus dichloropropene , 
sp.) and dichloro-
II propane. 
Root Knot I root I seed bed; I same as for ga lls or knots deep steam ster field Brown Rootrot; appear on ilization of 
different spe - roots; plant seed bed ; plant 
cies (Hetero- drys before resistant crops 
dera marioni) ripe in rotation. 
(continued on next page) 
-.J 
ro 
Table 4 . (continued) 
Disease 
( l) 
Broomrape 
Damping-off 
Bed-rot 
Part 
Infected 
j_2) 
root 
stalk 
stalk 
Place 
_L3_) 
field 
seed bed 
seed bed 
Cause 
( 4) 
parasitic plant; 
resembles 
dodder; blue 
flowers 
(Orobanche 
ramosa) 
soil-inhabiting 
parasitic fungus 
(Pythium 
debarayanum) 
same as for 
Damping-off; and 
another species 
(Rhizoctonia 
solani) 
(continuea on next p~ge) 
Appearance 
of Plant 
(5) 
stunted, 
wilted plant; 
roots crowded 
out by para-
sitic plant 
growing at 
base of stalk 
seedling 
droops; lower 
part of stalk 
shrivelled 
(in later 
stages of 
seed bed); 
slimy brown 
rot on stalks; 
spreads to 
rest of plant 
Control 
ill 
remove plants 
(Broomrape) by 
hand; special 
chemicals 
applied; re-
sistant crops 
in rotation. 
sterilization 
of seed bed 
with steam, 
chloropicrin, 
or methyl 
bromide; spray 
soil with: 
formaldehyde 
and copper 
fungicides. 
same as for 
Damping-orr; 
ferbam, zineb, 
Bordeaux, and 
copper sprays 
used. 
....:1 
CN 
Table 4. (continued) 
---- - -
Part 
Disease Infected Place Cause 
t l) t 2) t 3) ( 4) 
Sore Shin or stalk 1 field same as for 
Sore Shank Bed-rot 
Hollow Stalk stalk field parasitic 
bacteria 
(Baci l lus 
aroideae) 
Fusarium Wilt stalk field parasitic 
fungus 
(Fusarium 
oxysporum v a r. 
nictoianae) 
Sclerotium, stalk field parasitic 
Southern Stem fungus 
Rot (Sclerotium 
rolfsii) 
I 
(continued on next page) 
Appearance 
of Plant 
(5) 
sunken black 
canker at base 
of sta l k 
pith r o ts and 
disappears; 
leaves wilt 
top of plant 
pale, twisted 
to one side; 
dark brown 
under bark of 
stalk 
base of stalk 
dies; leaves 
turn yellow; 
mycelial web 
forms around 
stalk 
Control 
( 6 ) 
same as for 
Bed-rot. 
no cure; remove 
diseased plants 
from field. 
no cure; more 
resistant 
strains 
planted . 
no cure; remove 
diseased plants 
from field. 
I' 
-.:1 
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Table 4. (continued) 
Part 
Disease Infected Place Cause 
( 1) (2) ( 3) (4) 
Black Shank stalk field parasitic 
fungus 
(Phytophthora 
parasitica 
var. 
nicotianae) 
Granville Wil t stalk field parasitic bac-
teria ( Bacte-
rium solana-
cea rum E . F . S .) 
Blue Mold 
(Downy Mildew) leaf seed bed mold-like 
fungus 
(Peronospora 
tabacina) 
(continued on next pa ge) 
~ --·--......;._- -
Appea rance 
of Plant 
(5) 
stalk blackened; 
leaves yellow 
and wilted 
leaves pale 
green; wilted; 
white slime 
oozes o u t of 
stalk; root 
system decays 
irregular 
patches on 
leaves; violet 
colored mildew 
on underside 
Control 
t 6 ) 
I 
no cure; I 
I 
remove I 
diseased 
I plants; crop 
rotation; re- I 
sistant 
strains I 
planted. I 
I 
no cure; re-
sistant 
strains 
planted. 
dust beds wi thll 
fung icides: 
ferbam, zineb, 
or paradichlo-
robenzene. 
!I 
~­
' 
!t 
li 
...J 
\]1 
I 
Ji 
I 
Table 4 . (continued) 
Disease 
(1) 
Frenching 
Magnesia Hunger 
or Sand Down 
Nitrogen 
Starvation 
Phosphorus 
Deficiency 
Part 
Infected 
. (2) 
leaf 
leaf 
l e af 
leaf 
Place 
( 3) 
seed bed; 
field 
f ield 
field 
Cause 
( 4) 
unknown 
lack of mag-
nesia in 
soil 
l a ck of 
nitrogen 
lack of 
phosphorus 
(continued on next page ) 
Appearance 
of Plant 
(5) 
leaves narrow; 
strap shaped in 
abnormally 
l arge numbers; 
color fades 
Control 
C6) 
no cure; pH of 
soil should be 
below 6.0. 
green network agnesia to 
leaves blanched;E· pplication of 
of veins show- soil in form of 
ing agnesium 
plant pale; 
small; narrow 
leaves. 
plant stunted; 
dark green; 
leaves n arrow, 
pinched, bronze 
cast 
sulfate. 
nitra te appli-
cations in seed 
!bed and field. 
application of 
11 ammo - phos 11 and 
superphosphate 
to field. 
I' 
I 
-.J 
(J) 
- ~~- - - --- -~ --
1 Table 4. (continued) 
Part 
Disease Infected Place Cause 
( l) (2) (~ ( 4) -
Potash 
Deficiency leaf seed bed; lack of potash 
field 
I, 
Manganese 
Poisoning leaf field too much manga-:-
nese in soil; 
toxic effect 
Wildfire leaf se e d b ed; soil-inhab iting 
field saprophitic 
bacteria 
(Pseudomonas 
tabaci) 
(continued on next page) 
#-
Appearance 
of Plant 
( 5 ) 
leaf surface 
hobbly; margins 
and tips roll 
dovmward 
leaves pale; 
dotted with 
brown dead 
spots; plants 
stunted 
yellow, round 
spots or 
patches on 
leaves; halo 
arourid spots 
Control 
( 6 ) 
sprinkle plants 
with nitrate of 
potash. 
lime field to 
bring pH up to 
5.0. 
sterilization 
of seed bed; 
spraying with a 
copper fungi-
cide; resistant ! 
strains. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
II 
II 
--=r-
II 
I 
I 
'1 
'1 
II 
Table 4. (continued) 
Disease 
TI) 
Angular Leaf 
Spot 
Frog Eye 
Mosaic or 
Calico 
Part 
Infected 
m 
leaf 
leaf 
leaf 
Place 
T0Y 
field 
field; 
curine; shed 
field 
Cause 
(4) 
same as Wild-
fire; different 
species (Pseudo-
monas angulate) 
seed-borne 
fungus 
(Cercospora 
nicotianae) 
virus; rod-like 
particles in 
plant sap 
(continued on next p age) 
Appearance 
of Plant 
l5J 
irreg ular dead 
spots on leaf; 
no halo around 
spots 
(on lower 
leaves) dead 
gray or white 
circle s pots 
with yellow, 
brown, or 
black borders; 
green s p ots on 
cL.rred leaf 
leaf irregu-
larly mottled 
with alternat-
inc; areas of 
li ght and 
dark green 
Control 
TbJ 
same as for 
Wildfire; spray~ 
ing with 
Bordeaux. 
no cure; causes 
little damage; 
appearance of 
wrapper leaf 
spoiled. 
sterilization 
of seed bed; 
remove infected 
plants; re-
sistant strains; 
rot a tion of 
crops. 
--:] 
CD 
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Table 4. (continued) 
Part 
Disease Infected Place Cause 
{ l) { 2) (3) ( 4J 
Dead-blossom leaf fieid parasitic 
Leaf Spot (shade) fungi 
(Sclerotinia 
sclerotiorum 
and Botrytis 
cinerea) 
Pole Rot, leaf curing shed parasitic . 
Pole Sweat, fungi; same as 
or for Dead-blosson 
House Burn and ano t her 
species 
(Alternaria 
tenuis) 
(a) Web Rot leaf same same 
(b) Stem Rot leaf same same 
(concluded on next page) 
4----
Appearance 
of Plant 
(5) 
large dead spots 
on leaves; black 
or brown; 
~le ached gray in 
sun 
leaves rot 
during curing 
!web of leaf 
tender and 
discolored 
veins disinte-
grate and split 
from web 
Control 
( 6) 
corollas of 
blossoms must 
be kept off 
leaves; early 
topping; im-
proved strains 
with late, 
small blossoms 
reduce moistur 
in curing shed 
"green firing " 
us ed to dry 
leaves quickly 
before fungi 
get started. 
same for 
(a)-(d) 
!:' 
. , 
--.:1 
~ 
Table 4. (concluded) 
~---- --- - -- - - - --- - - - - - · - --- --- ------ --- - ------ -- - -- - -
Part Appearance 
Disease Infected Place Cause of Plant Control 
(lJ (2) (3) ( 4 )_ ( 5) ( 6) 
(c) Slimy Stalk stalk same same (in stalk-cut 
tobaccos) stalks 
slimy or covered 
with gray felt 
(d) Rattle Box stalk same same stalk dry out; 
black hard pellets 
form on surface or 
inside hollow 
stalk 
- -- ----- - --- - --- --
'----------~- ~_l________ ------
- - -- -- -- ---- -- - --- - - - -- · - - - - - -- - -- ---- ----------- ----
~ ~-- - - -~~-· --==--=- - ~ - -- --- - ~ - - - ----- fl-
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2. The Insects Destroying 
Tobacco Plants 
Constant source of danger.-- Insects have always been a 
constant source of disease and destruction t o animal and plant , 
life. Every crop produced is open to attack from insects of a 
, specific or general type. Tobacco farmers must guard against 
insect attacks on the plants from germination of the seeds to 
packa ging of the cured leaves. The toba cco plants must be 
protected from: 
" •••• more than 20 different s p ecies of harmful 
insects, including such deadly enemies as grasshoppers, 
cutworms, wireworms, hornworms, flea beetles, Japanese 
be e tles, stalk borers and thrips. Vi g ilance and repeated 
dusting with insecticides are essential. ''Y ~ 1 
I Most of the insects that attack the tobacco plant have a 
,, life cycle that consists of :four phases: (1) the egg ; (2) the 
I 
,, larva; 
II 
I 
(3) the pupa; and (4) the adult. It is the second 
phase, or larva, that severely damages the tobacco crop. The 
insects in the larva phase are conrrnonly called caterpillars, 
2/ 
worms, or grubs.- Since the northern tobacco regions have a 
shorter g rowing season and a cooler mean temperature, some of 
the more h a r mf u l insects do not have a g reat opportunity to 
1 spread and develop. The South, because of its longer growing 
season and warmer mean temperature, has more trouble with 
tobacco insects. 
1/The Shade Tobacco Growers Agricultural Association, Inc., 
op. cit., p. 15. 
2/VJi ghtman W. Ga_~:r:!_er,_ op. cit., __ R· -Z14. 
'I 
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I 
I 
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Classification of insects attack ing tobacco.-- Because 
the scope and nature of the problem, as with the case of 
tobacco diseases, tabular form will best suit the purpose. The1 
insects may be listed as to the location of their infestation 
(see d bed, field, curing shed) or their place of attack on the 
plant (roots, stem, leaves). 
To avoid repetition a n d give a clearer indication of the 
types of insects involved, the table will be arranged alpha-
betically according to the name of the insect. Materia l from 
1/ 
whi ch the table was assembled has been taken from Ander son -
2/ 
and Garner .-
1/P. J. Anderson, op. cit., pp. 81-90. 
2/ Vi ghtman w. Garner , op. cit., pp. 276-300. 
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Inse ct 
Tlf- -
Aphids 
( Myzus persicae 
s.) 
Bud worms 
(Chloridea 
virescens 
Fabr. and 
Heliothis 
virescens 
Fabr .) 
Cigarette Beetle 
(Lasioderma 
serricorne F.) 
Table 5. Some Insects t hat Attack the Toba cco Plant 
Part I Appearance I Description At t a cke d Place of Plant 
~21 
-
( 3) ( 4 ) ( 5) 
small g reen ' leaf seed bed; "honeydew " on 
insect leaves ; whi te 
c a st s k ins of 
insects present 
on leave s 
pale green, leaf; field · leaves ragged; 
slender seed pod irregular, larg e 
worms; I holes 
paler 
leng thwise; 
1 
stripes 
li inches 
long 
s mall cure d curing spoils and de-
brovvnish - leaf s h ed; cays tobacco 
red beetle warehouse leaves and 
or g rayish- t obacco 
white g rub I products 
(continued on next pag e) 
I 
l 
__. 
Control 
J. 6J 
dust plants with: 
parathion spray , jl 
DDT, or t e tra ethyl 
pyrophospate. 
dust plants with 
l % rotenone or 
DDT. 
I 
no remedy 
I' 
,I 
co 
(N 
Table 5. (continued) 
Part I I Appearance Insect Description ! Attacked Place of Plant 
( 1) ( 2 ) ( 3) ( 4) I ( 5) ~ -
Crambids small, stalk field plant wilted; 
( Crambus dirty - stunted; webs 
caliginosellus yellow- cover stalk near 
Clem.) white g rub bottom 
Cutworms fat, dark- leaf; seed bed; large holes in 
(Euoxa messoria colored stalk field leaves; stalk 
Harr .) worms; cut at soil 
(Agrotis C-nigrum curled up surface 
Linn.) in soil 
. ( Fel tia du cen s 
Walk.) I I I 
II 
(Feltia g l adiaria1 
Morr.) 
Flea-Beetles small, leaf seed bed; leaves have (Epitrix parvula black, field "shot holes"; 
Fab.) tobacco; active, small and (Epitrix jumping numerous 
cucumeris beetles 
Harris) potato 
(continued on next page) 
I Control 
I ( 6) 
mixture of corn 
meal, Paris green, 
nitrobenzene, and 
vvater spread in 
field as poison 
bait. 
I I same bait as for 
Crambids; DDT. 
I I 
I 
dust plants with 
1% rotenone; DDT. 
I 
I 
,I 
CP 
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Insect 
_(_1) 
Garden Springtail 
(---------) 
Grasshoppers 
( IVIelanoplus 
femur-rubrum 
DeG.) 
(Dissosteira 
cal~olina Linn.) 
Hornworms 
(Phle gethontius 
quinquemacula ta 
Haw.) 
(Protoparce 
quinquemacu~a t a 
Haw .) 
Table 5. (continued) 
Part 
Description !Atta cked 
(2) L (3) 
tiny, 
purple, 
jumping 
insects 
large, 
, 1 variously 
colored 
hoppers; 
never black · 
large g reen 
caterpillars 
4 inches 
long; horn-
like growth 
at one end 
leaf 
leaf 
leaf 
Seed Corn Ma ggots small, soft- stalk 
(Hylemyia bodied, 
cilicrura Rond.) white maggot~ 
Place 
_(_4J 
seed bed 
field 
field 
field 
Appearance 
of Plant 
J5) 
seedling s com-
pletely 
defoliated 
large, round 
holes between 
veins 
leaves h a ve 
larg e, extensive 
holes; veins 
e a ten too 
stalk tunneled 
out; plant 
wilts and dies 
1 (concluded on next page) 
Control 
_(_~ 
sterilization of 
seed bed. 
poison bait 
spread on field. 
hand picking of 
insects; dusting 
with rhothane. 
50% chlordane I 
powder mixed with 
water and spread 
on field 
-- - --~~~~== 
,, 
li 
OJ 
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Table 5. (concluded) 
-
-
Part Appearance 
Insect Description Attacked Pl a ce of Plant Control I 
I 
( l) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5 ) ( 6) 
Tarnished Plant small, leaf fiel d leaves distorted; dust plants with I 
Bugs brown, curly; no large 1% rotenone; DDT. 
(Lygus pratensis mot t led, holes I 
Linn.) flying bugs I 
Tobacco Thrips brown, lea f field main leaf vein same a s for I 
(Frankliniella s lender; silvery; peppered Tarnished Plant 
fusc a Hinds) sucking with small b l a ck Bugs. 
insects spe cks 
I 
Wireworms hard , shiny, root; field stalk tunneled fumi ga tion of 
severa l spe cies yel l ow or stalk out; plant wilts fiel d with: 
I 
I 
II 
(Phe l etes) brown larvae and die s ethylene 
(Limonius) dibromide; 11 D-D 11 , (Me l anotus) or chlordane. 
(Asaphes) I 
I 
I 
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SUMMARY 
I .t has not been the purpose of t h is pape r to express in 
a ny way the physiological aspects of smoking and oth er uses of 
11 tobac co. Ra ther, it h as been felt, t ha t t h is thesis should 
serve as a resource paper. The ma teri a l collected and pre- II 
sented by the paper can be organized into an inte gr a ted teach- 11 
ing unit of soci a l studies and science a t the elementary school\! 
I 
level. 
Tobacco is a crop of national importance. In t h is 
respect it is similar to: cotton, corn, wheat, etc. The 
a gricultural, industrial, and econo~ic aspects of tobacco 
c ultiva ti on are much lik e those of some o f our nation's 
leading i ndustr ies: coal, oil, lumbering , fishing , etc. 
At t h e higher elementary levels (fifth and sixth grades), 
social studies and science furnish l arg e a nd expandable areas 
in which to develo p many classroom skills and techniques. The 
story of American history, the growth and development of the 
United S t a t e s a ssume an i mportant part of t h e fifth grade 
curricul um . Innumerable references a re ma de to tobacco. What 
is this plant? What is its nature? Why do people raise it? 
How does it grow? ·where can it grow? Questions of a his tor-
ica l, social, and scientific nature a rise from the mere mention 1 
I 
I' 
I 
' of toba cco. Pupils are intere s ted and ea ger to find the 
answers to t h ese questions. I 
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I By integrating social studies and science through a unit 
' I 
study of tobacco, t h e history of t he Ameri c an Colonies can be 
'I I hi ghl i ghted . Tobacco (1) is a native American plant; (2) was 
II 
grown and used by the Ame rican Indians; ( 3 ) was found by 
Columbus; ( 4 ) was responsible f o r t h e prosperous plantations 
of Colonial Virg inia ; (5) was carried into and grown in other 
states ( Kentu c ky , Tennessee and Ohio); ( 6 ) was profitably 
grown in cool re g ions (Connecticut River Valley and Wisconsin); 
(7) has be come a l a r ge industry; (8) employs many pe ople to 
grow a nd p roduce it; (9) is demanded by a l a r ge consuming 
publi c; (10) contributed a l a r ge amount of money to the govern- ~ 
ment in the form of revenue stamps. I 
The scientific nature of toba cco is easily demonstrated 
in the classroom. Toba cco seeds a re germina te d and trans-
planted into soils of various texture and richness. The 
growth and development of the plants can be observed throughout ! 
the school year. This procedure would illustrate some of the 
basic aspec ts of plant lif e. 
Films on toba cco culture can b e r eadi l y obtained and shown ! 
in t h e classroom. A thirty minute, colored film strip, " New 
Tobaccoland U.S.A.", is put out by t he Li ggett and Myers 
Tobacco Co. Thi s film s ho v-vs t h e growth and development of the 
ci ga rette tobac co p l ants from seed g ermination to harvesting, 
the curing processes, and the manufacturing of ciga rettes. 
The second film, "Tobacco Valley", cove rs all t h e processes 
used in the c ult iva tion of shade grown tob acco. This film is 
I 
-r 
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put out by the Shade Tobacco Growers Agricultural Association, 
Inc., in Hartford, Conn. It is a colored film, approximately 
thirty minutes lons , and narra ted by Lowell Thomas. 
The paper, as a whole, reviews the ba sic, over-all 
methods and procedures used in tobacco cultivation. Chapter II I 
traces the historical growth and development of tobecco from a 
special k ind of 11 weed 11 of Indian ori gin to a highly specialized 
11 crop 11 of economic importance. The influence of tobacco 
~ cultivation in the South, notable Virginia, and the interest 
that tobacco cultivation received in Nevv En g land (the Connect-
11 
11 icut River Valley area) are clearly pointed out and compared. 
The third chapter consists of the tobacco cultivation 
methods used in genera l and especially those used in the South. 
The processes and methods described in this chapter are basic 
to the cultivation of cigarette tobacco as a whole. 
In Chapter IV, t h e methods and processes of cigar tobacco 
cultivation are described. Special mention is made of the 
unique procedures used in the cultivation of shade grown 
tobacco. Comparisons are made vlith t h e t oba cco cultivation 
methods used in the South. 
The last chapter reviews the diseases and insects that 
attack the tobacco plant. These are arra n ged in tabular form 
along with the control methods used to protect the plant. 
Not every classroom teacher would wish to trace the 
historical and scientific grow·th and development of a crop or 
product down through the course of American history. The 
II 
jl 
I 
methods of organization and presentation used in such a 
' process could be utilized in other areas of the elementary 
II 
I 
I 
curric ulum . It is hoped that the material presented in t h is 
paper will be of use to elementary teachers , either as a 
source of s pecial infonna tion or as an ~xample of a wa y to 
expand and integrate the historical and scientific potential-
ities of a leading agri c ultural crop. 
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